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A RIVALRY IS BORN

'l

-Knights prepare for Saturday night showdown
with Bulls in Tampa ·- SEESPORTS,A9

FREE • Published Mondays and Thursda s

".

VANESSA FERNANDEZ

(I

Staff Writer

Circle K International and the LEAD
Scholars.program are raising money for
Hurricane Katrina victims, and all the
money raised will be matched by UCF

SGA sells out
tickets to USF in
half hour
- SEE NEWS, A7

www.UCFnews.com ·Thursday, September 15, 2005

Mardi Gras offering relief instead .o f beads
LEAD Scholars create
chance to ceiebrate
New Orleans-style
while helping refugees

FANS FRENZIED

professor Jim Wright for up to $5,000. party and to keep the spirit up and to
LEAD Scholars is organizing an "Emer- have fun despite the sadness of the situgency Mardi Gras" for this weekend in ation," Christine Ramirez, director of
hopes of raising money.
campus activities for the LEAD Scholars
"Dr. Wright is a member of the Kiwa- program, said.
nis club and the new faculty aqviser for
"We have had a week and a half to
Circle K International, and he and his plan this and everything has been based
wife decided to contribute $5,000 to on donations. LINK will be there offermatch what Circle Kand the Emergency . ing LINK loot, some English classes are
Mardi Gras raise," Lori-Ann Barnett, participating, Wal-Mart, Target, the
president of Cirele K International, said. Rotary Club of Winter Park and so
The Emergency Mardi Gras is being much of the community has latched
held this Saturday in the Academic Vtl- ·onto this,'' Crystal Lee, a first-year prelage Courtyard from 11 am. to 2 p.m.
mentor for the LEAD Scholars program, ·
"We decided to call it an Emergency
PLEASE SEE SPIRIT ON A2
Mardi Gras to keep it as a festive block

Big Easy flair for the
biggest cause of all
LEAD Scholars and Circle K
International will hold an
"Emergency Mardi Gras"
event in order to raise money
and collect donations for
victims of Hurricane Katrina.
The festivities will take place
. Saturday from 11 a.m. to
·2 p.m. in the Academic
Village Courtyard.

Foreign
.languages ·
enlighten ·'.
~

education ~
THOMAS HOFER
Contributing Writer

For the average college student, the
tingly moments of encountering a foreign language are few and far between. ,
Two more-or-less painful yet,mandatory years in high schoo4 plus whatever
one's major requires - that's it.
Adios. Au revoir. Auf Wiedersehen.
Not very many collegians appear to
be too sad about the end o(the foreign
experience. And indeed, in a world
where most people speak English anyway, what is the point of knowing
another language?
Well, ~onsider this: being able to
communicate in a foreign language can
not only broaden a student's horizon
for a different culture, but it may also
provide great career advantages.
"We try to ·emphasize in four skills,''
Martha Garcia, assistant Spanish professor in the Department of Modern
Languages and Literatures, said. "Writing, reading, comprehension and

/
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ILEANA RODRIGUEZ
Contributing Writer

Rican
".

..

}

New course covers
island's culture

A new course 0n
the history of Puerto
Rico is being offered
at UCF this semester
so students can explore ,
and learn about the
Puerto Rican culture.
"There are a large percentage of Hispanic students who attend UCF,"
said Luis Martinez-Fernandez, director of the Latin
American, Caribbean, and
Latino Studies . program at
UGF. "Out of that percentage,
approximately 7 to' 8 percent
are Puerto Ricans."
Because of the growing population of Hispanic students on
campus .as well as a demand and
interest in the subject, MartinezFernandez started teaching a new
course this fall on the history of
Puerto Rico.
"The course is not being offered
exclusively for the consumption of
Puerto Rican or Hispanic students,'' he
said. "It is being offered for all of our students, and most of the students in this
course are not Hispanic, so it's obvious
that there's an interest."
The class focuses on the status of Puerto
Rico as a commonwealth, which is neither
an independent country nor a U.S. state. It
also explores the relationships Puerto Rico
. PLEASE SEE

PUERTO ON AS

New health
center will
open bigger
and better
KATE HOWELL
News Editor

UCF's Student Health Cent.e r is
moving this month from its 15,000s·q uare-foot facility to a new 48,000square-foot facility, reducing wait time
and expanding services. It is set to
open on Sept. 24.
.
"We have more room," Holly
MacLeod, the coordinator of university
relations and public affairs for health
services, said.
"We have room to expand our services," she said. "The women's clinic is a
whole pod versus the three exam
rooms it was before."
In the old building, the Student
Health Center could only allow each
provider one exam room. In the new
facility, however,. each provider is
allowed two rooms, allowing students
to be served twice as Jast.
"We can put a student in each room,
and the provider can see one student
while the other room is being cleaned
PLEASE SEE

OLD ON A6
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Displaced students get second shot for Fall semester as UCF welcomes Katrina victims
JENNIFER DIENST
Contributing Writer

Students, faculty and staff at UCF have
demonstrated an extraordinary effort to
keep up with the country's generosity to
victims of Hurricane Katrina over the past
fewweeks. .
.
.
More than a dozen organizations on
campus are listed at the university Web site.
www.news.ucf.edu to help accept donations, including cash, clothing and food.
UCF has also begun admitting students displaced by Katrina.
·
· 'We have had more than 100 who have
called, but 47 have been accepted since Friday, and of'those 47, 34 have enrolled," said
Tom Evelyn, associate director of UCF
News and Information. He expects the
number of accepted students to increase
daily.
UCF is also waiving enrollment fees and

(

giving displaced ·students Florida's in-state that ·many of the displaced students are
tuition rate.
coming here because they also have family
"[In state tuition] is very low compared and friends in the area with extra space.
to other states in the country," Evelyn said.
While the school has done its part offer"We're not expecting these students to walk ing a solution to displaced students, stuin with cash in hand."
dents, clubs and faculty members have
These students are being accepted with- taken it upon themselves to help out. The ,
out prior academic records since they can't Uc'F Police Department teamed up with
contact the schools for transcripts or trans~ Florida State University's polic;e to collect
fer financial aid.
clothing, toiletries and other donations that
'We trust these students to verify this at they hauled by the truckload to Tallahassee
:,l later date," Evelyn said. 'IWe're trying to set · Monday. Officers dropped off thousands of '
students up with classes on a space-avail- donated T-shirts and toiletry items .with
able basis."
FSU police officers, who then continued the
Even though th~se displaced students trek to Mississippi with more relief items.
have a place to learn. they often don't a place
UCFPD Sgt. Troy Williamson said the
to live. Evelyn has also had at least two UCF officers delivered a pick-up truck, traildozen students and faculty members will- er and the department's emergency rescue
ing to open up their homes to displaced stu- vehicle worth of supplies to FSU before
COURTESY UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT
dents.
returning to Orlando early Monday evening.
More than 2,000 T-shirts and other clothing items were among the goods delivered to rescue
"We've been passing the information on
workers and officers throughout the Gulf Coast on Monday.
PLEASE SEE POLICE ON A6
to our housing folks,'' Evelyn said, adding
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Republican hopeful bashes Keller

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF communtty

Elizabeth Doran
champions
improved U.S.
border security

Get an internship in the capital
Peter Storandt, the regional
representative for The Washington Center, will hold an
informational session with
students and faculty at 10 a.m.
today in the Student Union,
Garden Key Room. .
The Washington Center
manages
internship program in Washington, D.C.,
that is open to all majors and
can earn students academic
credit for the fall,' spring and
summer semesters. Refreshments will be served.
For more information, call
Linda Hargreaves at 407-8234395.

SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

an

The UCF College·Republicans met Elizabeth Doran
Tuesday, a cancli,date who said
she hopes to become a congresswoman even though 90
percent of the federal govern- Elizabeth Doran is one of three candidates
looki~g to unseat the incumbent in 2006.
ment is comprised of men.
But before Doran, a selfdescribed staunch conserva- the entire country, so bringing
tive, can claim the coveted one to Central Florida would be
office, she'll first have to defeat a major accomplishment.
"He attached his name to the
Republican Ric Keller, an
incumbent who has already veteran's hospital, which is now
amassed more than $700,000 to in jeopardy," Doran said. "I
fill what she calls Keller's cam- know it's not going to that [original] location," she said, referpaign "war chest."
And the question of whether encing a conversation she· had
Doran is capabfo of beating with 'a sponsor who told her
such a well-known incumbent that a search for a new.location
·
seemed to be the only major is under way.
"I'm not really sure what the
concern UCF College Republicans had with Doran, who incumbent has done other than
champions pro-life and border- providing some Pell Grants,"
Doran said.
strengthening agendas.
The federal government
- "Hearing you talk today, i
would feel that most of us in awards Pell Grants - money
_this room would agree with that does not have to be repaid
yqitr platform," UCF stude~t , -~ to' college; students who
Chris Gerrard said, before ask- come from low-income famiing Doran why students should lies to help cover college
expenses.
trust her over Keller.
Keller served as chairman of
Doran, who ·has spent 25
years in the "corporate arena" the Pell Grant Caucus, and his
Web
site,
in addition to teaching at Barry campaign
University, was quick to defend http://www.kellerforcongress.c
her decision to run against om, states he "successfully led
Keller, offering several reasons the fight to increase Pell Grants
why she believes voters should by 70 percent." The maximum
annual award a student can
support her.
·"I do believe the incumbent receive has gone from $3,300 to
has not been very responsive fo $4,050.
While Doran was unsure of
.t he district,'' Doran said before
criticizing Keller for setbacks in Keller's accomplishments, she
his attempts to bring a veteran's was certain Keller has caused
hospital to the area
· some Republicans to feel
Currently just three new embarrassed.
"I know that from ·talking
hospitals of that type are
planned to be constructed in with some Republicans he has

Professor explains his art
Art professor David Haxton will give a gallery talk at
10:30 a.m. today in the Visual
Arts Building Room 140A.
Haxton will discuss his
work currently on display in
the UCF Art Department Faculty Exhibition.
The talk will be informal
and . questions are encouraged.
For more information, call
Janet Kilbride at 407-823.,.3161. ·

Join a philosophical 'discµssion
Rich;:µ-d . Shus~ern:ian, fro'm.
the humaruties °liepiirt'tnent at
Florida . Atlantic University,
will be speaking at 3:30 p.m.
Friday in Colburn Hall Room
516. .
Shusterman is a former
chair at Temple University
and is now the Dorothy F.
Schmidt Eminent Scholar
Chair in the Humanities at
FAU.
For more information, call
the UCF Philosophy Department at)M-823-2273.

Pick your favorite film
·

The Manhattan Short Film
Festival will be held from 5 to
ll p.m. Friday and Saturday at
DMAC, located at Pine -and
Magnolia · in Downtown
Orlando
Audiences watch and judge ·
12 films and pick the winner.
For more information
check the DMAC Web site:
www.dmacorlando.com

I

Keep current with headlines
Doran is a woman, he first "was
you may have missed
expecting somewhat of a weak,
moderate Republican," but was
Series of explosions kills 160 in
pleasantly surprised with her
Iraq; al-Qaida takes responsibility
strong stance on border securiBAGHDAD, Iraq - More
ty.
than a dozen explosions ripped
"It's so easy for immigrants
through the Iraqi- capital in
from both prrections, Canada
rapid succession Wednesday, ,
and Mexico, that anyone can
killing at least 160 people and ·,
come through," Robinson saj.d.
wounding 570 in a se~ies of
''They can cross the border· illeattacks that began with a sui- .
gally and no one would ever
cide car bombing that targeted
know. It overloads our system
laborers assembled to find
with illegal immigrants. It does
work for the day. Al-Qaida in ,
strain all of our social services
Iraq claimed responsibility.
in America"
The death toll at hands of
Doran is extremely disapinsurgents in the · capital
pointed with how the governWednesday far exceeds the
ment is handling the border,
carnage inflicted in any one ·
and did not rule out exploring
day since the war began.
-the option of bringing the
Al-Qaida linked the attacks
National Guard onto Mexico's
•
to the recent killing of about
border in addition to suggest200 militants from the .city of
ing increased funding. to the
Tal Afar by U.S; and Iraqi
security efforts in order to stop
forces.
the increasing flow of illegal
Before dawn Wednesday, 17
immigrants.
men were killed by insurgents
She doesn't feel Keller has
in the village of Taji north of
done enough to close the borBaghdad, ' which pushed the
der, and added, "If he did, I
death toll in all violence in and
wouldn't be running."
around the capital to 169.
But Doran isn't the only canWednesday's
deadliest
didate hopmg to represent the
bombing killed at least 112 peoeighth district in the U.S. House
·ple and wounded more than
of Representatives, as she said
. 200 in the heavily Shiite neighthere are two Democrats also
borhood of Kazimiyah where
·
planning to run
the -day laborers had gathered
Whichever candidates are
shortly after dawn.
victorious in their respective
It was the worst single day
parties' primary elections next
September will face each other · of bloodshed since March 2,
in the general election next · 2004, when coordinated blasts
from suicide bombers, mortars
November.
·
and planted explosives hit ShiDoran looks to "people that
•
ite Muslim shrines in Karbala
are really committed to the
and in Baghdad, killing' at least
U.S." and who "are concerned
181 and wounding 573.
about the direction ofour country" as her greatest support
•
Delta and Northwest airlines file
base in what will undoubtedly
for bankruptcy protection
become heated race. She chalATLANTA - Delta Air
lenged students to ask themLines Inc., and Northwest Airselves who they really trust to
· II
lines Corp., hobbled by high
represent them in Washingtori.
fuel costs and heavy debt and
She invited those that trust
pension obligations, filed for
her to visit her Web site,
bankruptcy protection from
http://www.elizabethdoranfor~
creditors Wednesday, becomcongress.com to find out how
ing the third ·a nd fourth major
to volunteer for her campaign
carriers to enter Chapter ll
or to contribute to her cam•
since the 2001 terrorist attacks.
paign fund.
Delta's late afternoon filing
included its low-fare carrier
Song and was followed shortly
after by Northwest's. .
Delta's total debt is roughly
$28.3 billion, and it listed $216
ence," R.am.li:ez said.
greatly appreciated.
billion in assets, according to
So far, LEAD has raised
"I just think it's important
the
filing. The asset figure
$3,800 for Katrina victims.
for· those who haven't conwould
make Delta's bankruptBecause'of all the ci:mimuni~ tributed yet, whether it be
cy
the
nillth:largestin·U.S.
histy effort tha"?is gding futd this, · monef, food or clothing, that
tory,
according
to
bankruptcy
they
should
find
it
in
themLEAD is askihg for respect for ,
tracker New Generation
those that attend this event.
selves to help," Barnett said.
Researeh Inc.
"The games are going to be "Last year we had three hurri. The ranking did not change
free but we are hopitig that canes and, we should rememfollowing Delta's recent $425
people will make donations," . ber that we've been there in
nµilion
sale of feeder carrier
said Lee, a secondary English that situation." _
Atlantic
Southeast Airlines to
education major. ''We are going
In this time of need, it's
SkyWest
Inc.
to have beads, LEAD T-shirts, important to help out those
Delta
and Northwest said·
who have lost everything and
water bottles and free food."
passengers
were not expected
''We want people to think of have nothing.
to
see
any
immediate effects
the New Orleans spirit and fes"I remember seeing a quote
from
the
filing.
tivity and not so much the alco- from the Salvation Army that
Delta also promised to
hol and nudity that are some- said 'show victims of Hurrihonor all tickets and sent a lettimes associated with Mardi cane Katrina · that human
ter to frequent-flier cu5tom~rs
Gras," Ramirez said.
nature can overcorp.e Mother
seeking
to reassure them.
·Any donation ~de will be' Nature,"' Lee said.

embarrassed our party on
many occasions, and I believe
that it is time to truly bring
morality, integrity and ethics
back to Washington," she said.
Doran believes that congressmen should not only look
out for the interests of their districts, but also "do the right
thing for our country."
''I believe that many politi.:
cians go to Washington and
they look out specifically just
for that district," Doran said.
''We're called the United States
for a reason," she added, drawing laughter from the audience.
Doran also pointed out to
the College Republicans that
because she doesn't have a family, all of her a.ttention could be
focused on her duties if she's
·
elected.
"I would be devoting my
time specifically for my constituency and what is in the best
interest for not only my district
but for the U.S.," she said. "I can
give it 100 percent and not be
separated by any other forces
out there."
College Republicans who
heard Doran speak were excited to have face-to-face interaction with a woman who could
possibly become one of the
nation's next lawmakers.
"I think she's got' a lot of
good ideas," College Republi. can treasurer Nathan Flint said.
"Sounds like she is going to do
what she says she is going to
do," he said. "[My] first impression is I t.r ust her, although I
have to take a closer look and
see which [candidate] I'm
going to support."
Edgar Robinson, who sympathizes with Doran's campaign struggle ::is he is dealing
with his own campaign for the .
UCF Student Government
Association Senate, agrees with
Flint's assessment of Doran's
character. ·
"I think she definitely is a
strong candiaate," he said. "She
did state that she was a moral
person," Robinson said.
He also stated that becaus~

•

•
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Spirit, fun essential to keeping positive vibe at block party
FROM

Free movie night this Friday
The Society of Physics Stu:dents is presenting Brian
Green's The Elegant Universe
at 7 p.m. Friday in Math and
Physics Building Room 318.
. The event will be free and
open to all students.
. For more information, email
Erin
Riley
at
kestrel065l@yahoo.com.

NATION&
WORLD

.

CORRECTION
In the Sept.12 article "Relief
on the way for officers," it was
stated that the emergency rescue vehicle was donated by
Orange County Police Department. It was in fact donated by
the Osceola County Police
Department.

Al

said."
,
After the completion of
their fundraiser and the contribution by Wright, Circle K and
LEAD Scholars plan on going
to Best Buy and asking them to
match what their total .amount
of money before donating all
the money to relief efforts for
Katrina victiins.
·
"So far, Circle K International has raised $1,225 in one
week," said Barnett, an i.pternational relations major. "We
were outside the Student
Union, we went to the Kiwanis
Club meeting and asked for
any contributions, and also our

members contributed as well,"
she said.
According to Ramirez, a
sophomore, the community
reaction to this hurricane is
inspiring.
"Instead of being powerless,
the students are taking action
and we have had an incredible
amount of support,'' she said.
In one LEAD Scholars class,
students decided to pass
around a hat and place as much
money as they would like to
donate intd it. · The total
amount of money raised in that
one class was $350.
''When they raised so much
money in such a short time, we
realized that just a few people
can make a really big differ-

Roberts says that personal views
will not impact his rulings

LOCAL WEATHER

Today

Today: 20 percent chance of rain
Tonight: Clear skies with a light
breeze from the southwest

MOSTLY SUNNY

LET US KNOW

High: 96° Low: 75°

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus columil, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for
the Wednesday edition.

Friday

TODAY IN DETAIL

ISOLATED T-STORMS

~ Saturday
- v~

ISOLATED T-STORMS

WASHINGTON
Supreme Court nominee John
Roberts
on Wednesday
assured senators he would be
guided by the law, not personal
beliefs, on right-to-die cases.
He also told the lawmakers
that Congress c;an counter the

High:97°
Low:75°
High:94°
Low: 75°
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Cafe

"Your Ho7ne Away FroTn HoTne"
www.nat'Uracoffeea.n.dt:ea.com.

BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slushies/Chillers
HOOKAHS! YERBA MATE! Fum inOdando
' SPECIALTY BEERS and FINE WINES
__F~_:: WI~_LESS Internet Access (PC,'s - fe-e)
*MON -DJ NIGHT
*THURS ·OPEN MIC
*SUN -OPEN
*TUE -GAME NIGHT *FRI -CONCERT SERIES
FORUM

*WED -JAZZ JAM

*SAT -SINGER/SONGWRITER

12078 Collegiate Way, Orlando 407 482-5000

rr{')

_Ac.;_o~ ~o~ 'l2_C!_. !!:1!!._n!A!p~b,fes!..in_~ll~!_!e!q!!ar! _ ~

FREE

50o/o OFF

•1
Buy any Specialty Drink at regular 11 Buy any Lunch item at regular price
price & gee 1 Drink at same or lesser 11 and get I Lunch item at same or lesser
price·&ee,
I
price at 50% savings.
One coupon per dayJ_per customer. Not wlid

.:ith_""!."':r,:'e!;.E!U-:9::.0/~

__

I One <:oupon per dan per c.wtomer. Not valid
...!•.:'!.""!.o':er,:'•:_E!l":'.9::.0/~;... __

------------~------------

250/o OFF

•1

Buy Cafe Britt 100% Costa Rican 11
coffee at regular price and get 2•d at 11
same or lesser price at 25% savings. I
One coupon per dayi per cutton1er. Not v<\Jid
with any at.her offer. Expires: 9/30/05

$1.00 OFF
H 00KAHS

,J_

~

Over 20 Flavors to choose from

I Ont! coupon per da.YJ per cuttomer. Not valid
11 wim any other offer. Expires: 9/30/05

------------------------7

Got a ticket?
Cheap, Fast, Easy
One of the cheapest courses around!
Take the course on your schedule!
Potential insurance breaks!
Easy to navigate!
Log on to ...

www.FLDrivingTicket.com .
-

'

•

•Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue
Turn that frown up-side down
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare In Orlando, who-has conducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trials, Is conducting a medical research study for Individuals 18-80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. Ifyou enter the study, all,
study-related medical care wlll be Pl'Qvided at no charge and you may be
compensated up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to Improve the
lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research Is the answer to finding new
treatment options. Call today for more Information.

..

NISSAN

}

i

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

·stk #5C3Q4966
Stk #5C954112

Nicely ·

WELL EQUIPPED!
NOT STRIPPED!

Equipped

)

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes.
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel

Starting As Low As
FROM ONLY

+

$
A/C, AUTO, Power Steering,
· . Power Brakes, Power Windows,
CD PLAYER

Stk #5L596354
Stk #5L594151

.~

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes
Cruise Control, Dual Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release

I)

++

Stk #5C459876
Stk #5C460160

AJC, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, 2.5 Liter Engine, Timing Chain,
Double ~lsh Bone Suspension

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY

+

Model Code:13255

+24-month closed-end lease with $2,699 total due at lease inception, which includes: First payment.of $14S, securi~ deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,550. All
advertised pricing does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage ~II be $0.15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified buyel'6, 750 Beacon Credit Score
required. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. $500 college grad discount requires a2or 4year degree. Must be ~in
twelve months of graduating orwlthln.2 years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax, tag and titie. $500 college grad discount requires a
2or 4year degree. Must be within twelve months of graduating or within 2years aftergraduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. All offers are not to be used in conjunction.
All vehiclessubject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised prices.

TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
+All prices plus tax, tag and title. All offers not to be used In conju'nction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical
errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 ls included Inadvertis&d price. · .
,

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat9-8• Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

NISSAN

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:

·. •Mrw.a··mm-s•

HWY 436 Between Colonlal a Unlverelty Blvd. Next to Clanlc Mazda Eaet

HWY 436 Between Colonlal a Unlverelty Blvd. Next to Clanlc Nl...n

1-888-NEW-NISSAN

1-800-639-7000

www.classlcnlssan.com

www.classlcmazdaeast.com

Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

The University of Central F lorida
Announces A Public Forum:·

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER .
EDUCATION

Spon~o:~?. bf l!CF's C?lobal Pe.rspcccives Office, the Lou Frey 1nstirute of Politics and GoYerrunent at UCF,
UC[ s lolmc~ Soen~e. Depatanent, the Florida Eastern Europe Linkage Instimte, UCF's Office of

What's in the news at
colleges around th'e country

Internanonal Sm~e'.:' l l~c Burnett Honors College at UCF, UCF's .M iddle Eastern Studies Program,
UC!' s History Department and the Global Connections Foundation.

Displaced student in serious
condition after Boston stabbing
· BOSTON - Two Loyola
University students attend. ing classes at Boston, College
because of Hurricane Katrina
were. stabbed on a Boston
· stree~ ear~y Wednesday
mormng.
Joseph Vairo, 19, was in
serious condition at Beth
Israel Hospital after being
stabbed twice, Boston College spokesman Jack Dunn
said. An unidentified 20year-old was treated and
released. Vairo is originally
from Holden, La.
The stud~nts - among
150 from Loyola and 'I\ilane
University who are temporarily attending Boston
College - got into an argument with five men at 1:30
a.m. outside a Store 24 in
Cleveland Circle, police said.
. They walked away, but
were attacked moments later
police and Dunn said. Polle~
said there have been no
arrests.
Police said witnesses were
being interviewed

UK targeting women with
new campus safety program
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The
University of Kentucky is
expecting to spend $1.25 million during this academic
year on . campus safety
improvements, particularly
those aimed at protecting
women from violent crime.
The
Campus
Safety
Imper~tive is to spend nearly
four,,Aim es more than the
$380,000 that UK funded in
2004-05 academic year on
special campus safety measures for women.
T he UK Center for
Research
on
Violence
Against Women found after
an eight-month study that
36.5 percent of UK women
reported that they were victims ofphysical assault, sexual assault or stalking.
Carol Jordan, the center's
director, said 82 percent of
those. crimes were date rape
or .a~quaintance rape, in
which a victim knows her
.assailant.

Colleges opening doors for
students displaced by hurricane
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. Luke Harris' undergraduate
career at Tulane University
lasted all of five hours.
Hurricane Katrina forced
~ to abandon his belongmgs · and evacuate New
Orleans during his first day at
the school two weeks ago. He
now finds himself at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology - a school that
previously rejected him.
In the hurricane's aftermath, the nation's most prestigious and selective colleges
and universities are opening
their doors to many students
who otherwise wouldn't have
qualified for admission.
Harris is one of more than
a dozen students who have
fou~d a tuition-free refuge,
albeit on a temporary basis,
at MIT, the elite university on
the banks of the Charles
River.
'

Transfer student-athletes.must
sit out one year, NCAA says
KINGSTON, R.I. - Division I basketball and football
players from schools closed
by Hurricane Katrina will
~till have to sit out for a year
if they transfer to one of the
many colleges that have
offered admission, NC.A A
president Myles Brand said
Tuesday.
The NCAA said last
month that it would bend
some rules to help students
and schools deal with the
hurricane, including letting
students compete without
attending classes.
. But during an appearance
at the University of Rhode
Island, Brand said the only
rule the NCAA would not
bend was the one that
requires Division I basket•
ball, football and hockey
players to sit out one year if
they transfer to another Division l school
In other sports, Division I
~thlete~ can transfer and play
rmmediately at another Division I school if they receive a
release from the original university.

''Russia in the 21st Century''

V ladimir
/ Zhirinovsky
Laur~ Schuman~ fights through winds, reportedly as high as 66 mph, yesterday as

Humcane Opheha made its way toward the coast near Wrightsville Beach, N.C.
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court's decisions.
Roberts stopped short of
providing his specific views on
issues. That chafed Democrats
who see his approval thi~
month as almost a certainty.
Republicans in the GOPcontrdlled Senate feel comfortable with President Bush's
choice to succeed the late
William H. Rehnquist, who
died Sept. 3 of cancer, as chief
justice, and they challenged
Democrats who might oppose ·
Roberts' nomination to be the
nation's 109th Supreme Court
justice.
Republicans portrayed the
appellate judge and former
political appointee in the Reagan and first Bush administration as a brilliant legal scholar
who is highly capable of leading ~e court for at least a generation.
Democrats praised! him as ·
well, but also pushed for clear
opinions on a wide variety of
subjects.
On right-to-d~e cases, the
nominee would say little more
than his oft-repeated response
that it would be inappropriate
to comment on cases that he
might decide.

Ophelia creeps up on Carolina
coast, expected to hit land

.

ment to affirm God"
Karlton said he was bound
by pre<;edent of the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of. Appeals
which in 2002 ruled in favor of
Sacramento atheist Michael
Newdow that the pledge is
unconstitutional when recited
in public schools.
The Supreme Court dis~sed the case last year, saymg Ne~dow lacked standing
because he did not have custody of his elem~ntary school
daughter he sued on be}:µllf of.

Date:

University of

Central

F lorida

UNITED NATIONS Before skeptic;al world leaders,
President Bush on Wednesday
urged compassion for the
needy and pressed the global
community to crack down on
terrorists plotting deadly
·
attacks.
Addressing more than 160
presidents, prime ministers
and kings gathered for three
days of U.N. General Assembly
meetings, Bush sought to sell
his blueprints for spreading
democracy in Iraq and elsewhere, overhauling the United
Nations and expanding trade.
Bush pressed for Security
Council approval of a resolution calling upon all nations to
adopt laws prohibiting the
incitement of terrorist acts.
The measure had been circulated by Britain in the wake of
this summer's bus and subway
bombings in London.
Before the General Assem-'
bly, the president also asked
nations to follow his lead ~d ·
sign a Russian-sponsored
treaty that would require the
prosecution and extradition of
anyone seeking radioactive
materials or nuclear devices.
The president gave his
annual speech to a packed hall,
where fellow U.N. members
harbored dissatisfaction with
the American president for not·
supporting an international
treaty on global warming and
not committing to donating
foreign aid at a level more proportionate to other rich
nations.

NAGS .HEAD, N.C. - Hurricane Ophelia sauntered up
the North Carolina coast
w~~nesday wit}) high wind,
drivmg rain and pounding surf
that washed away a barrier
is~and street. The storm also
cut off electricity to thou5ands
and threatened widespread
flooding.
Ophelia had sustained wind
of 85 'mph Wednesday afternoon, up from 75 mph early in
the morning, the Natioillil Hurricane Center said. Hurricane
warnings were shifted northward, covering the entire
North Carolina coast from the
South Carolina line to Virginia,
~here a tropical storm ~arn
mg covered the mouth of
Chesapeake Bay.
The northern side of Ophelia's eyewall - the circle of
strongest wind surrounding Florida couple pleads no contest
the eye - was expected to to charges of child abuse
reach North Carolina's south- . INVERNESS - A couple
east coast late Wednesday, the accused of starving and torturhurricane center said
- ing five of their seven adopted
GoV. Mike Easley issued a children, including yanking
last-chance warning to resi- out toenails with plier$, pleadde~t~ to get out the way of · . ed no contest to aggravated
anticipated flooding from child abuse Wednesday.
hours of sustai,ned rain and
John and Linda Dollar were ·
storm surges that_could reach sentenced to 15 years each in
11 feel
prison. While the plea is not an
admission of guilt, it means the
Dollars chos~ not to contest
Federal judge rules Pledge of
the charges and would accept
Allegiance unconstitutional
SAN FRANCISCO - A the court's punishment.
The five children were so
federal judge declared the
severely
underfed that twin 14reciting.of the Pledge of Allegiance in public schools year-old brothers weighed just
unconstitutional.Wednesday, a 36 and 38 pounds each decision that could put the about 80 pounds below nordivisive issue on track for mal. Police compared their
another round of Supreme conditions to victims of Nazi
concentration camps. .
Court arguments.
Prosecutors said the couple
The case :was brought by
the same atheist whose previ- also tortured ·five of the chilous battle against the words dren, ages 12to17, with an elec''under God" was rejected last tric. cattle ~rod and bondage
year by the Supreme Court on ·eqUlpment. One of the- children told police his toenails
procedural grounds.
U.S.
District . Judge were ripped off with pliers.
The two other children
Lawrence Karlton ruled that
the pledge's reference to one were favored by the Dollars
nation "under God" violates and had no physical injuries.
school children's right to be
· ''free from a .coercive reqUire-ASSOCIATED PRESS

Harris Springer
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Representing:

Insurance Consultants
of Central Florida221 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

(407) 740-5337 Ext.209

Agency for
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Blue Cross
Blue Shield

of Florida

Fax (407) 740-8786
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Location:

Pegasus Ballroorµ , Sections D -1
,UCF Student Union

This forum is free and open to the public.

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WER E BO RN -yo BE.

Learn firsthand what it takes to lead others as an OHlcer In tile
United Stat.is Army. Officer Candidate School (OCS) provides tbe
direction, training and skills you need to )Jacome a leader in the
_Army and a leader In me. After completing Basic Combat Training,

candidates partlcJjjate in OCS training for 14 weeks and then
attend the Officer Baste Course. As an Officer, you'll be respected

l

as a Soldier, an inspiring leader and a servant of the nation.
1 To f ind out more, visit GOAAMY.COM/OCS or call 1-800-USA-AA.MY.

Where~

Flt~D

OUT WHAT
IT TAKES AT
GOARMY.COM/OCS2

U.S. Army, 12295 University Boulevard, Suite B

When: MON-FRI 9am-6pm (or call for an appointm.ent)
. Who: Call your local Army Recruiter at (407) 281-- 1274
I T ; ;
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- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staff and Professors since 7987STATE-O l~-THE~J:\RT, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE
• Cosmetic Care: Bkachrng, Booding and Porcelain Veneers • E;nergencies Accepted
• Srate-or~.rhe-Art .Procedures, I nstr~menrs and Techniques

• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff
• Bridg~s and Crowns • M~rcury-Free Dentistry

Student Identification
Card 10% Discou nt!
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EAST
ORLANDO
D E N T AL
personalized & comfortable

GEORGE A. YARKO,

11780

D DS.

EAST COLON IAL DRIVE-. OR LANDO

WE COl-lDIALLY I Nv1n:

AContracted General

Monday, Septemb er 19, 2005
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m .

For more information, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or global@mai l.ucf.~du
www .ucfglobalperspectiv~s.org

Bush seeks U.N. support in fighting terror, spreading free trade

email: harris@iccf..us •website: www.iccf.us
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Deputy Chairm an of the
Russian Duma, and Senior
Advisor to President V ladim ir
Putin on Middle Eastern and
energy issues.
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Puerto Rican culture affeCts Florida
to Rican History & Cul~
ture" is one of the first
events to take place in a
three-part series that started Sept. 2 and will continue
through Oct. 20.
"These events are a celebration of the history and
culture of Puerto Rico, and
one way to recognize this·is

way to educate the commu- about the history of Puerto
nity of the growing Hispan- Rico cotirse until recently.
"I was excited to find out
ic population throughout
has with other nations as
Central Florida. Tiie three about this course because it
well .as the island's ecoevents are lectures about sounds interesting," he
Puerto Rican history com- said. "I would like to take it
nomic growth during the
bined with ·artistic presen- because the heritage is
past several decades.
The course, which has
tations of photographs and being acknowledged and,
it's a good opportunity to ·
. an enrollment of 45 stumusic.
dents, will also teach stu"There are over 400,000 get ·direct access to your
Latinos in Central Florida, culture.'.'
dents about the island's
) struggles with slayery and
and 200,000 are Puerto
Jeannine Caraza, a psy-.
colonialism, and include
Rican," said Fernandez. 'chology major, says her
sessions about the Puerto
"There are almost 1,000 parents came from Cuba to
Rican experience in the
Hispanics who move to live a better life. .
"Even though !'m not
United States.
Central Florid~ on a weekly
Martinez-Fernandez,
basis, and about 99 percent Puerto Rican, I would like
born in Havana, Cuba, grew
of those are Puerto Ricans." to find out about other cul· According to the com- tures and their history," she
up in Lima, Peru and San
missioner, the· Latino com- said. "Puerto Rico · and
Juan, Puerto Rico. His area
. of expertise incfudes the .
munity has grown tremen- Cuba are neighbors. ' We
·history of Cuba and Puerto
dously within the past few share a lot of the same his) Rico. After teaching the hisyears for a variety of _rea- tory."
tory of Puerto Rico at other
"It is important for peosons. .
universities, Martinez-Fer- ·
·~Hispanics
move to ple to understand their hisnandez knew that he had
Florida due to the weather tory and be true to. their
. the capability of teaching
conditions, quality of life identity and where they
UCF students this course at
and·most importantly, the come from," said Fernana level of interest that they
proximity of the location," dez.
) would understand. .
· According to the 2000
Fernandez said.
"It is very important to
The weather here is sim- U.S. Census, Puerto Ricans
- MILDRED FERNANDEZ,. ilar to the island, people are: · now inake up about 11 perlearn about our history and
ORANGE COUNTY COMMISSIONER able to find better jobs and cent of the Orange County .
culture," said Mildred Fer1 nandez, the first Puerto
support their families, and population, and they are
Rican Orange County comit's convenient because taking more important
missioner. "This course through a three-part lec- Florida isn't far away from roles in business, govern, will .not only educate non- ture," Martinez-Fernandez Pue1;to Rico, which allows ment, education and other
Hispanic people, but edu- said.
·
families to travel back and aspects of society.
cate the Puerto Rican com"This is a great time for
By bringing in some of forth, she said.
munity as well. One of the Puerto Rico's top social sciAs a Puerto Rican senior Hispanics," Martinez-Ferthings we really need to entists and historians, peo- at UCF, Gustavo Rodriguez nandez said. "With the popcontinue is to learn about ple will have a better couldn't agree more.
ulation growing so much
the other communities and understanding of the cul"The Hispanic popula- there is a hig]::i demand .for
their cultures."
ture, according to Mar- tion has grown a lot in the Latinos, and now is the
As an incentive to take tinez-Fernandez.
four years that I've b~en on time for people to start eduthe course, several events
cating themselves."
This particular event, campus," he said.
will · be taking place which is being held outside
For more information,
Rodriguez,. micro and
COURTESY LATINMUSIC INSTITUTE
throughout the fall semes- of the university and open molecular biology major, go to www.cas.ucf.edu/ • Angel Martinez, Director of the Latin Music Institute, participated In astring ensemble of Puerto Rican music
ter. ·~ Celebration of Puer- to the public, is another didn't come to find out · lads.
Sept.2. The event was hosted by the UCF Latin American, Caribbean a~d Latino Studies program.
·
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"This course will
not only educate
non-Hispanic
people, but
educate the Puerto
Rican community
as well. We really
need ... to learn
about the other
communities and
their cultures."

.Share your space, but live .on your own.

.
-

'

•\

Get everything for your dorm room .at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

WAL*MART®
ALWAYS LOW PR I CES.

l}!!!!!F'
Walmart.com

-Police deliver tru.ckloads of relief to Mississippi
FROM
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The UCF President's Leadership Council is also collecting
donations ·to help rebuild
'Tulane. It plans to present a
check to the university on Oct.
22 at the UCF-Tulane football

game.
M.C. Santana, an associate
professor in the UCF journalism
department, is handing out fly-_
ers for donations for a displaced
Xavier University student she

met in Texas last August at an
Association of Education in
Journalism and Mass Communication eonvention.
"I thought she was a graduate .
student because she was so
together and articulate," Santana said in an e-mail. "We .
talked and shared several
moments through the convention and we also shared two
planes comirig home."
When Santana discovered
t4e Xavier senior will be starting
at the University of WISConsin-

Oshkosh on ·Wednesday as a
displaced student, she wanted
to surprise her with a care package of necessities including
warm clothes, phone cards to
call her family and cash. Santana
has also asked her classes to
write little notes of encouragement to include in the packages ·
as well
"I know she can probably get
some material things but not
peace of mind and harmony,"
Santana said. "I want her to
complete the semester and not

withdraw."
In the wake of Hurricane
Katrina, a storm that ravaged the
Gulf Coast, leaving a' death toll
possibly numbering in the thousands, donations for relief
efforts have reached well over
$500 million, more than twice
the amount raised for 9/ll in the
10 days after the attacks and
more than three times the
amount raised in the nine days
after the tsunami, according to
the Sept 7 issue of the Los Ange-
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Ro ugh Weeken.d ?
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Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Con d uc t ·
. . ?
.Drug Posses_sion? Underage Drinking.

•

•

YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP
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Old health center open during move only for 'acute cases'
FROM

•
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or whatever," MacLeod said.
At the Student Health
Center, students can choose
from different types of treatment providers, including
physicians, physi_c ian assistants and nurse practitioners.
"If you see someone you·
really like, get their name
and make an appointment
specifically with them,"
MacLeod said.
The pharmacy will also
grow in the new facility.
"Our pharmacy is going
to be three times the size it is
now,'' MacLeod said.
The building's pharmacy
is geared toward students. It
accepts insurance cards and
us.es state contracts to get
inexpensive prescriptions.
Insurance is not required.
"Sometimes we can even
beat insurance on prescriptions," MacLeod said. "Of
course,
students
pay
~chever is less expensive.
"If your carrier allows for
an outside provider we can
process that paper work for
you. It is also nice because
you have no co-pay for your
.
PHOTOS BY MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
office visit."
The health center is also The new multiple story 48,000 square foot Stu~ent Health Center, below, opens Sept. 24, replacing the old 15,000 square foot center. While the
looking into briilging a der- old building only provided one exam room per health care provider, the new center will offer two exam rooms - like the one seen above matologist to campus a cou- per each provider. Students will see decreased wait times in the new facilities and, eventually, a dental clinic will be included in the center.
ple of times a week and
expanding its chiropractic
services. Massage therapists,
who are currently housed at
the Recreation and Wellness
Center, will be moving to the
new health center as well.
"They'll be in both places
for a while," MacLeod said.
There are expectations to
add a dental clinic to the
new building.
~"We have the space for a
dental clinic,'' MacLeod said.
fii..!LJ
"Right now we do not have
the funding. We're hoping to
have one in about a year."
The new health center
will be located next to the
old one on the lawn by the
Chemistry Building. During .
the move, the health center
will operate under limited
to
hours.
According
MacLeod, from Sept. 12 to
Sept. 23 the health center
will be open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. for "acute cases" only.
·~cute, urgent care is
when a student hurts themselves or is very sick," she
said. "We will only be taking
.\
walk-ins - no appointments."
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ATIENTION TENNIS PLAYERS!!
Singles Challenge League
•Meet new people at your·
skill /eve/
•Exciting play & prizes ·

•Professionally organized

SIGN UP ONLINE

$30.00 for
eight weeks '
http ://ucf.challengemastertennis.com
Or coll 352-376-8250
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FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

Live
Entertainment

Call tor Into

·~
.. SMO~~·
~..:__TAVERN_/
WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night

• Sunglass·es
.~ Boardshort s.
.
·Skateboards

.

•Surfboards.
•Womens ' Swimwear
·Guys &.Girls Clothing

!~~v!V
UCF I.D.-

·

(most goods)'

THURSDAYS

Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.
'
I
! ----No cover--r'
SMOKERS WELCOME
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CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida
.~

(At 408 & E. Colonial)
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FOOtball b~ tickets go in a frenzy

)

)

One of the most anticipated
football games in UCF history
is finally here. The Knights
travel to Tampa Saturday to
fac;e off againSt the rival University of South Florida Bulls.
With tickets in such high
demand, the Student Government Association has made
great efforts to provide all students with the opportunity to
go and support the team.
Last week, SGA organized a
barbecue arid bus ride to the
first 282 students with valid
student IDs who signed up.
The student reaction was huge
as many lined up in the SGA
office to reserve their spots for
the trip.
Within a few days, all tickets and bus seats were gone to
the surprise of the event planners.
"We
were
extremely
pleased ' .with the student
turnout," Arianne Buchanan,
the SGA director of campus
life, said. "It really showed us ·
that our school spirit is thriving no matter what happens on
the field."
Once all of the tickets were
gone, the executive branch of
SGA petitioned the 37th Student Senate to allocate more
furiding for an additional 400
tickets.

CFF ARCHIVE

UCF fan attendance is expe~ed to be huge at the first football game with USF. The positive,
and high, student reactionto game attendance caused the sell-out of UCF student tickets.

After a debate on the floor,
the majority of the senators
agreed to up the number of
extra tickets from 400 to 600 in ·
response to student demands.
The executive and legislative
branches .worked in conjunction · with one another to
ensure the largest possible
number of students will be
able to support the football
team.
At 10 a.m. yesterday, SGA
representa,tives handed out the

additional 600 tickets in front
of the Student Union. Within a .
half-hour those too were gone.
"I am really proud of our
student body," SGA Student
Body President Willie Bentley
said. "There were over 1,500
students in line to support our
football team and even though
they all can't go to the game,
I'm sure our team will make
them proud."
-COURTESY SHANNON MAU
SGA DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS

SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
in the coal is released into the
environment. Coal-burning
power plants are the largest
UCF chemistry professors human-caused source of merFlorencio . E. Hernandez and cury emissioiis to the air in theAndres Campiglia have found a United States. .
quick and inexpensive way to
The mercury from the
detect mercury in less than 10 industries is absorbed into the
minutes by mixing small Earth's atmosphere, where.preamounts of gold and water.
cipitation deposits it in
Mercury is a naturally- streams, lakes and oceans.
occurring element · in the Once deposited, it changes to
Earth's crust that is found in the methylmercury and it builds
air, water and soil. Humans up· in fish, sh~llfish and then
cannot create or destroy mer- the humans that eat the fish.
cury.
To detect the mercury, Her, Hernandez and Campiglia nandez and Campiglia mixed
found that tiny pieces of gold together a sample of contamiand the properties of light can nated water with a liquid solufind and remove mercury from tion that contained nanopartipolluted water. While the gold cles of gold Any mercury that
> . absorbs the mercury, the was in the water would quickly
researchers monitored changes bind to the gold.
,
in the amount of light using an
Afterward, the scientists
optical spectrometer.
monitored the way the gold
According to. the U.S. Envi- absorbed light by using the
ronmental 'Protection Agency, ' optical spectrometer. Dependmercury is found in many ing on the changes in the light,
rocks, including coal. When the scientists were able to
coal is burned, mercury found det~rmine how much mercury

VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

the gold absorbed, which then
led them to how much mercury was in the sample of contaminated water.
The whole process takes
less than 10 minutes..
Before their research, mercury detection equipment was
·bulky and it did not always
detect small amounts of the
pGllutant. The process used by
Campiglia and Hernandez can
detect ·e ven small amounts of
mercury and can be used to .
create water filters and reclaim
contaminated water.
According to the EPA, mercury pollution presents a serious health hazard to humans.
Having small amounts of mercury in the body is not dangerous, but large amounts can
cause injury to the brain, kidneys, heart or immune system.
To continue their research
and approach to detecting mercury,
Hernandez
and
Campiglia hope to obtain
financial support from the state
of Florida as well as the EPA

Minors in foreign languages opening new career dQors .
),
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speech - plus culture. You
cannot divorce culture and language. Students feel more comfortable learning a second language when they understand
the culture."
»1
It was that cultural experieµce that tipped the scales for
Paul Darby, a history major at
UCF.
_
'}
"I had gone to Germany for
a summer, and I just had so
much fun." he said. Even when
he changed his career path, and
four semesters of a foreign language became basically point) 1 less, Darby wasn't going to
stop.
In fact, he declared German
his minor. That decision turned
out to be dead right.
Now shooting for law
school with an emphasis on
European law, Darby feels that
his efforts are paying off.
"The top three business languages are English, German
and Chinese, and I already
learned a lot of German," he
said
Darby will still predominantly speak English in his
future international career, but
knowing that he could switch
to German might put him in a
more confident position.
That kind of self-assurance
is what Finley Taylor, a German
professor, tries to convey to his
)
students.
"My push on German as a
minor as a second language is
not to try to compete with the

')

native speakers, but simply to
feel more comfortable and to
be able to get through social situations,'' he said.
American students who
speak more than one language
stand out, both socially and
professionally.
The same applies to Spanish, according to Garcia
Especially in Florida, stu"'.
dents focus on learning Spanish, because "they want to
. reach the Hispanic population
as part of their field."
Garcia said that a lawyer
might capture a wider range of
clients if he can speak to Hispanic clients in their native language.
customer-service''Any
related field can be part of the
interest in having a second language," she added
The choice for that second
language is obvious to Caroline
Willard, a counselor at Career
Services and Experimental
Learning.
"In the U.S., the most popular one right now is probably
· Spanish, and it's the one I
would see helping people the
most," she said
Willard, who helps students
connect to potential employers, believes that knowing
another language can make a
difference in the job market,
and that actually spending time
in other countries might make
the impact even stronger.
"Study abr9ad would be
really useful, not only for the
foreign language skill, but for
the diversity of things that it

offers you," she said
Although Spanish looks like
the safest bet, sometimes students go out of their way and
choose a rather exotic language
to study.
"I'm learning Russian,
because it's important for my
field of study," said Joshua Hill,
who is pursuing a master's
degree in international studies
at UCF. "I research terrorism,
and I think that Russian and
other related languages are
going to become important.'~
Hill hired a private tutor and
now spends about four hours
each week studying the material. However, his decision to
leave UCF out of the picture
wasn't voluntary. The Modem
Language Department just
doesn't have any Russian in the
program.
Hill said the university
should offer more languages
and more courses in the languages already taught. .
'We have Chinese I and II,
and that's pretty much it,." he
said. "It's hard to gain a real
proficiency with so few classes
offered"
The eight foreign languages
UCF offers - Chinese, French,
German, Italian, Japanese,
Latin, Portuguese and Spanish
- aren't enough to Hill. "Some
[other state] universities press
for more."
·
Then again, if students
made more use of what's
already there, they would soon
realize that learning a foreign
language is anything but useless.

,......_.
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Men's soccer shuts out Stetson

Sollletitnes
fans just don't
get it, but not
Knights fans.

Hatters after well-deserved rest
?

Knights' perfect season
continues after change- ·
ups in the second half
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

?

Thanks to a goal by junior midfield·er Alejandro Gessen, the UCF men's
soccer team (4-0) defeated the Stetson
Hatters (1-4) on Tuesday night, 1-0.
The Golden Knights had to overcome their own sluggishness in order
to keep their perfect record.
The Knights were playing for the
first time in nine days and in the first

half, it showed. A few of the Knights
lacked their usual quiclmess and the
team got beaten to some loose balls.
Coach Brent Erwin attributed the play
to the long layoff.
"I was very, very apprehensive
about the game because you get into
the in-season mode and then we go for
a week and a half without a game
because JacksonVille cancelled,''
Erwin said. "It's haid to get back into
game mode."
Senior goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh
agreed. "It is definitely tough coming
off such a long layoff and not playing,"
Mcintosh said. ''To get back into it, it
took us a half.
'We weren't ready to co1'1e out and

play. Everybody here saw it, and coach
let us lmow at halftime."
After an intense halftime speech,
Erwin be~ the second halfby benching four ofhis starters, including a couple of team leaders in senior captain
Billy Judino and senior forward Jon
Imran. Erwin said he wanted guys
who can work and it seemed to make
a difference. The Knights had more
shots, chances and corner kicks in the
second half.
The turning point of the contest
came in the 79th minute. Stetson
freshman Sean Marshall's shot was
partially blocked by Mcintosh, but
PLEASE SEE

SOCCER ON A12

REBECCA BARNaT {CENTRAL HORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior forward John lmran fi·ghtS for the ball
during UCF's 1-0 victory over Stetson on Tuesday night.

RIVALRY: UCF AT USF
.,

.

CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO

Glenroy Watkins (49) and James Cook, far right, will be pivotal to the Knights success on defense against USF. Watkins and Cook are two of the most experience~ defensive players on the team.

Knights eagerly awaiting
a run with the Bulls
UCF fans and players alike have long been waiting for a matchup with USF, that day is
nearly here and after a bye week the Knights are fresh and ready to start a new rivalry
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

It's been two weeks since the UCF football team last took the field
and, needless to say, the Knights are ready to get back to the competitive arena that is Division I-A college football.
"I feel like we're in camp again," quarterback Steven Moffett said.
''We haven't played in so long. ]t will feel real good to get out there
on the field again Saturday and play against a different team"
When Moffett and the Knights take to the field Saturday evening
they will be playing against USF for the first time ever. The game has
been billed as the beginning of a rivalry, and both fans and players
have been looking forward to the game.
Thousands of Knights fans will be
making the trek to Tampa as UCF's ticket allotment of 3,400 seats at Raymond
James Stadium sold out late last week.
The anticipation for the game is not limited to campus, UCF Coach George
O'Leary found out earlier this week at a
local gas station.
''A guy pulled up with his motorcycle,
banging on my window, and said 'Beat
USF','' O'Leary said. "More people are
aware of it and they're more into it and
they should be. I lmow the players are."

Adding to the players' excitement is· ,
the fact that many of them lmow their
competitors on the USF squad.
'Whenever you play in-state schools
there are a lot of teammates and friends
on the same team," O'Leary said. "It leads ·
to a lot of fun, but hopefully not a lot of
extracurricular activities."
UCF senior defensive lineman Frisner Nelson played high school football
with Jason Allen, a defensive end for the
PLEASE SEE

O'LEARY ON A12
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Mike Walker has.made the transition back to offense and will be one of
Steven Moffett's key targets in Saturday night's game against USF.

·"I think it's the game fans circled on the calendar before t~e season began.i'

ANDYVASQUEz
Sports Editor

I i:eally don't1ike Ohio State. I was
born and raised in Michigan, and f:rom
ari early age I was taught to hate the
, Buckeyes with every fiber in my body.
As healthy as my dislike is for the
Buckeyes, my dislike for their fans. i,s .
even heartier. ·
· .
Buckeye fans are somehow less· :
lmowledgeable and more annoying ,
than New York 'Yankee fans, if you can
believe that.
.
Last week the Buckeyes faced
Texas in what was probably the most
anticipated non-conference college
football game of the year. During the
game, Ohio State tight end Ryan
Camby dropped a sure touchdown
pass that might have given the Buckeyes a victory. The miscue came in the
third quarter, when the Buckeyes were
leading by three. A touchdown surely
would have given the Buckeyes an
advantage, but by dropping it Camby
surely didn't lose the ganie for Ohio
State, which blew a lead in the fourth
quarter. Any fool could see that, but
we are talking about Ohio State fans
here.
··
Over the last couple days Camby
· has started receiving hate mail from
Buckeye fans. I'm sorry, but that's even
less classy then booing Derek Jeter in.
Yankee Stadium.
There are obviously a lot of people
in the world that are lacking proper
perspective. Anyone who torments
and threatens a 23-year old student,
who made a mistake while he was
doing his best to help his team win,
needs a reality check.
When an athlete is on the playing
field, it is all right to torment them and
heckle them and talk about their
mother - that's fair game. On the
other hand, contacting an athlete outside the field of play and threatening
him for a simple mistake is simply
ridiculous.
I'm talking to all of you Cubs fans
out there too, who blame Steve Bartman for the Cubbies' demise in the
2003 National League Championship
Series. The Bartman incident hap- .
pened in Game 6, so did Bartman lose
game seven for you too?
My point is that there are more
important things in the world than the
outcome of a game.
However, the most.important thing
in the world to UCF fans this weekend
should be the Knights matchup with
the Bulls of USF.
We've been waiting for this one for
a very long time ;md it is finally here.
UCF fans are excited. Practically
everyone I lmow - all five of you is headed over to Tampa on Saturday
for the big game.
So let's take a look at the facts. In
case you've been in a foxhole with
Saddam Hussein since October 2003,
then you lmow that the Knights have
lost 16 games in a row ... something
that I'm really sick of writing about.
The Bulls are in the superior Big
East Conference and the Knights are
the nine-point underdogs. Everything
is pointing to the Knights losing again,
and from everything I've been hearing,
Bulls fans think that they won't have
any problems handling the Knights.
Yet, everyone I talk to on campus
thinks that Sept.17 is the day the
Knights end the streak.
And for some reason so do I.
This is it folks. As I have said
before, this is not the same football
team that went 0-11 last year. These
guys are different.
.
The Knights have a swagger to
them that no team with a losing streak
as long as theirs deserves to have.
They hear the whispe~ of 0-11 and
longest losing streak in the country,
but it seems to make them smile as if
collectively they lmow something the
rest of us don't. .
The time for UCF football is now.·
They have the support of the fans,
which will only grow with a win, but if
the Knights disappoint in Tampa in
front of thousands ofUCF fans, that
support will likely be lost with the
game.

7

- UCF DEFENSIVE TACKLE FRISNER NELSON ON FAN REACTION TO SATURDAY'S GAME
Andy Vasquez can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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GOING
IN-DEPTH

"This is the game we want,
this is the game we need."
- UCF QUARTERBACK STEVEN MOFFETT,
ON SATURDAY'S GAME AT USF

Big East has not
been kind to UCF
In eight meetings agaihst Big ·
East teams the Golden Knights are
yet to find their first vi.ctory. That
chance will come Saturday night as
the Bulls moved to the Big East this
season.The Knights are 0-3 against
Syracuse and 0-2 against West
Virginia. UCF also played Virginia
Tech three times when it was a
member of the Big East, dropping
all three contests.

Among the best at
stopping the run
After one game, the Knights
are one ofthe best teams in the
country a~ stopping the run. UCF
limited South Carolina to only 32
rushing yards in the season opener,
the seventh-best total in UCF·single-game Division Ihistory. UCF is
No.5 natiQnally in run defense.

UCF looks to keep
offense rolling
In their first game of the
season, the Knights racked up 341
yards of total offense including 258
yards in the air.

Knights freshmen
make true impact
52 percent of UCF's lineup is
comprised offteshmen and
sophomores, while 20 percent of the
lineup is made up of true freshmen.
.
~

National
ranking
Golden Knights
Rushing offense
........................ ... ....101

Passing offense
······· ···7 ················ ···40
Totalojfeiise

"This is a very good fo
we're playing. It's not ab

UCF AT USF

8p.m.
RAYMOND JAMES STADIUM
GAME2

KEY PLAYERS
Golden Knights
QUARTERBACK

Steven ·Moffett
Moffett comes into this game after one of the most impressive performances
of his collegiate career. He has clearly gained the confidence of his teammates ·
through preseason camp and the first game, as many are quick to say that he.is
much more loose and positive than he was last year. It remains to be seen
whether or not he can duplicate the performance he had in the second half at
South Carolina, but one thing is certain about the UCF offense:.Jt will only go as
far as Moffett will take it.
WIDE RECEIVER

Mike Walker

Rushing defense

Walker returned to the UCF offense in South Carolina two weeks ago after spending much oflastyear on the
defens.ive end.Walker got his year off to a good start with nine receptions for 105 yards and atouchdown. The 6foot-2, 200-pound receiver will need to be a target again for quarterback Steven Moffett as the Knights go up
against the No.1 ranked pass defense in the nation.

Pass efficiency defense .

DEFENSIVE LINEBACKER

... ............................ ..80

Scoring offense
...... , ...... .... ..... ........ ...98

................................. .s
........ ..................... . ~16

Total defense '
................... ..............64

Scoring defense
...... .... ....... ... ·- ........ .T-66

Turnover margin
. .. .. .. .. . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..T-9

.,

James Cook

This preseason, Cook was named to the Butkus Award watch list,the award given to the nation's top defensive linebacker.Against South Carolina the 6-foot-3,220-pound Cook backed up that distinction with four tackles,
three .of them unassisted.Cook's size and versatility will make him akey factor in stopping the USF running attack,
which has had a measure of success so far this year.

Pass defense
............................ .T-107

Passing efficiency
.. ... .. ... .......................64

Bulls
RUNNING BACK

Bulls
Rushing offense
...... .... ............ ... ........13

Passing offense
................. .. .. .. ..........97

Total offense
.................................54

Scoring offense
........... ..... ........ ...... .T-66

Rushing defense
... .. ...... ... .. .66

Pass efficiency defense
.... .. ........................ .. . .7

Total defense
......................8

Scoring defense
........... , .... ... ........ ......22
T11mover margin
........................... ....f.43

Pass defense
........ ........... ... ... ....... ..1

Passi!lll clfidency
........ ...... .. ... .... ..... .. ...86

Andre Hall
After struggling slightly in US F's 23-13 season-opening loss to Penn State, Hall had a breakout game last Saturday against FAMU.The senior tailback had 156 yards and three touchdowns as the Bulls ran through the Rattlers.
It will be interesting to see if Hall can have the same success against the Knights' run defense, which is ranked No.
5in the nation after holding South Carolina to 32 yards.

QUARTERBACK

Pat Julmiste
Julmiste is an athletic quarterback with a strong arm, but he lacks consistency. After coming off the bench
against Penn State, the 6-foot-3,220-pound quarterback was impressive,throwing for 200 yards and two touchdowns against the Nittany Lions.The key for the Knights will be to put pressure on Julmiste earty, keeping him
from gaining confidence. His record as the Bulls quarterback is 6-6 in 12 career starts.

DEFENSIVE LINEBACKER

Stephen Nicholas
Nicholas is unquestionably USF's top linebacker and more than likely its best defensive player. He is the team's
defensive leader in the locker room, despite only being ajunior, and he is capable oflining up at all three linebacker
slots.The 6-foot-3, 225-pound linebacker has gotten off to a fast start this year with 11 tackles already. He also has
three sacks for acombined loss of 20 yards.Nicholas will provide afirm challenge forthe youthful UCF offensive line.

Last game
Late UCF rally falls
short as Knights
fall to Gamecocks
UCF 1's, USC 24
Game notes
Two earty defensive lapses
cost the Knights dearly in theirloss
to South Carolina.
·
After giying up 14 points in
the first quarter, UCF's defense held
the Gamecocks to seven points in
. the second half, but the UCF push
fell just short as it co4ld not overcome the early deficit.
Quarterback Steven Moffett
was 27-of-39 with a touchdown.
He found receiver Mike Walker nihe
times for more than 100 yards and
atouchdown, and Brandon Marshall 10 times for 102 yards.

()

USF runs over
Florida A&M in
home opener
FAMU 3, USF 37
Game notes
Running back Andre Hall ran
for 156-yardsand three scores in
the Bulls· 37-3 trouncing of FAMU.
USF held FAMU's offense to only 87
total yards and kept the Rattlers
without afirst down until midway
through the third quarter.
Quarterback Pat Julmiste
started at quarterback after coming off the bench in the Bulls'23-13
season-opening loss at Penn State.
Courtney Denson replaced Julmiste in thesecond quarter and
had a37-ya~ touchdown pass.

'ir

!INSIDE

THE
NUMBERS ·

The number.of
games it took UCF to
record three sacks
last year. UCF reached
that number in its
first game this year.

Receptions vs.South
Carolina for receiver
Brandon Marshall,the
first time a UCF receiver hit double digits ,
since 2002.

UCF quarterback
Steven Moffett's
career fourth-quarter completion percentage in 14 .
fourth quarters.

Miles between
the Orlando
campus of UCF
and the Tampa
campus of USF

"It will be a great game for both schools.
I know our players look forward to it.~'

"This is the game that everyone
on campus is looking forward to."

- UCF COACH GEORGE O'LEARY, ON SATURDAY'S GAME AT USF

- UCF DEFENSIVE LINEBACKER FRISNER NELSON,ON UCF FOOTBALL FANS

Knights anxiousandready for
beginning of long anticipated
rivalry with neighboring Bulls
ANPY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

GOING

TO THE

GAME? .

Making the trip
tr:om Orlando
The estimated driving time
from Ortando to Tampa {on
www.mapquest.com) is 1:24.
From Orlando take 1-4 westto
1-275south.Take1-275 south to
Himes Ave. north (Exit 23-C) or N.
Dale Mabry.
Raymond James Stadium is ·
located on N. Dale Mabry south of
Dr.M.L.King Blvd.and north of
Columbus Or.

Parking

The first-ever meeting between the
Knights and Bulls on the football field comes
on Saturday night after much anticipation. ..
Both teams enter the season in different new
conferences, USF in the Big East and UCF
in Conference USA, and a win would give
a big head start to either team as far as
bragging rights go.
· The Knights are 0-1 and coming off a
bye week while the Bulls are 1-1 after trouncing Florida A&M 37-3 on Saturday in Tampa.
USF has the home field advantage but Knights
fans will make their presence felt at Raymond James
Stadium this Saturday as UCF's ticket allotment has
already sold out. Those in attendance should expect to
see a good game as the Knights are only single-digit underdogs.
Here's what to expect on Saturday night in Tampa.

Parking lots open three hours
prior to the start of the game. Cars
and motorcycles will by charged
$7,buses $30,and campers $20.

Where they play · ·
Raymond James Stadium
opened in 1998 and isthe home of
the NFL'.s Tampa Bay Buccaneers.It
seats up to 65,000 spectators.
Last year the field was rated
by NFL players as the.best playing
surface in the league.
The stadiumhosts the
Outback Bowl yearty and was the
home of Super Bowl XXXV on
January 28, 2001.

UCF offense vs. USF defense
Advantage: USF

GAMES

After two games the USF defense has be~n nothing less
than impressive. In overall defense, the Bulls are .ranked
No. 8 in the NCAA, allowing an average of only 219.5 yards
per game.
UCF quarterback Steven Moffett and his primary
receivers Brandon Marshall and Mike Walker will have
their hands full against the Bulls' pass defense. USF is currently the NCAA leader in pass defense, giving up Qnly 72
yards per game.
.
The running back tag team of Dontavius Wilcox and
Kevin Smith should be able to make some headway as they
will face an average Bulls' run defense. The Bulls are
ranked 66th in the country, allowing 147.5 yards per gmp.e
on the ground.
Moffett's performance in the second half of the South
Carolina game turned a lot of heaO,s, but it remains to be
seen if the junior quarterback can maintain that level of
play through all four quarters.

Bulls are ranked No. 13 in the NCAA in rushing (237 yards
per game). Hall rushed for a USF record 1,357 yards last ·
year and is averaging 115 per game this season.
·
According to UCF Coach George O'Leary, the Knights
gave up big plays because oflapses in awareness by inexperienced players. UCF will have to avoid those lapses against
USF if they hope to compete.

UCF defense vs. USF offense
Advantage: UCF

UCF special teams vs. USF special teams
Advantage: UCF

After giving up two huge plays to the Gamecocks in the
season opener, the UCF defense has spent the last two
weeks trying to make sure the same thing doesn't happen
against USF.
Besides the two big plays, qne resulting in a touchdown
and the other setting up a touchdown, the Knights' defense
w:as exemplary against South Carolina.
Last year it took UCF six games to get its first three
sacks, but this year it only took one.
After giving up a mere 32 rushing yards to South Carolina in the season opener, the Knights are now ranked No. 5
in the nation in rush defense.
The Knights' run defense will have to have a similar performance on Saturday as USF's run game is am<;mg the
finest in the nation. Led by senior tailback Andre Hall, the

TheKnights' special teams were not spectacular against
South Carolina, put they got the' job done. There were no
major mistakes as the Knights made two of three field goals
and punted four times for an average of nearly 40 yards per
punt.
On the other hand, the Bulls have struggled with special
teams so far this season. While punter Brandon Baker is
averaging an impressive 46 yards per punt, he has already
had a punt blocked. USF has also struggled at kicking field
goals as the team is only 1-4 this season, with no kicks being
blocked and all attempts coming inside of 40 yards.

AHEA-D

UCF
Sept.1
at.South Cilrolina ....... ....L,24-15

Sept 17
CHRIS O'MEARA I ASSOCIATED PRESS

USF running back Andre Hall (2) breaks through the Florida A&M defense to score
on a 2-yard touchdown run last Saturday during the Bulls' 37-3 home victory.

Coaching
Advantage: push

.

Last fall, UCF players had a difficult time adjusting to
the new, more disciplined style that O'Leary employed at
UCF in his first season, and the results showed on the field.
Now that the vast majority of players ha,ve bought into
O'Leary's system, the Knights are saying that practices have
never been better.
·' ·
USF Coach Jim Leavitt is the only football coach the
Bulls have ever known. The defe11sive-minded Leavitt
helped build the program from division I-AA to I-A and has
made it success, ;ichieving a record of 56-34 during his
tenure.

a

Intangibles
Advantage: UCF
This has been said many times over the last year, but the
Knights are desperate for their first win under O'Leary. The .
close proximity of the schools adds incentive for the players, as many have friends attending USF.
.
It also wouldn't be surprising to see the Bulls take the
Knights lightly as UCF has lost its last 16 games. Now in t:p.e
Big East, USF has a lot of big names on its schedule, including L9uisville and Miami It isn't out of the realm of possibility that USF could be overlooking a hungry UCF team.

at USF ....... .. .•; .•... ..... .7 p.m.

Sept.24
vs.Marshall* .... ... .. .... .. ..6.p.m.
Oct.1
at. Louisiana-Lafayette ........8 p.m.
Oct.8
vs.Memphis* ...... ... ... ....6p.m.
Oct.15
at Southern Miss* ............7 p.m.
Oct.22
vs.Tulane* .............. ... ..6p.m.
. Oct.29
at East Cilrolina* .. .. ... .... ..2 p.m.
Nov.5
,
vs. Houston*(Homecoming) ...6 p.m.
Nov.12
at UAB* .......... .... .......4 p.m.
Nov.19
at Rice* .......... .. .. .... .. 3 p.m.
*DENOlli C-USA GM1E

USF
Sept3
at Penn State ...... ....... . .L,23-13
Sept 10
'
vs.Florida A&M .... ....... ..W,37-3

Sept.17

/

vs. UCF ..... .............. .. .7 p.m.

Sept.24
vs. Louisville* .. .. .. ... ....6:45 p.m.
Oct.1
at Miami .... .................. .TBA
Oct.15
at Pitt* ....................... .TBA
Oct.22
vs.West Virginia* .............. .TBA

Nov.5
at Rutgers*- ...................Noon
Nov.12
at. Syracuse* ... .... .. ... .... .. .TBA
Nov.19
vs. Cincinnati* ................Noon

Nov.26
at Connecticut* ...... ..... .. ... .TBA
•OENOJfS BIG EAST GAME

THE
RIVALRY
Getting to know
,the neighbors
Despite being separated by
only 98 miles this will be thefirstever matchup between the Golden
Knights and the Bulls.

Black and Gold
ready to head west
There will be plenty of Knights'
fans in Raymond James Stadium
Saturday as UCF'sticket allotment
of3,400 seats spld out last week.

Getting used to
new surroundings
Both UCF and USF are in new
conferences this season. UCF went
from the MAC to C-USA and USF
went from C-USA to the Big East.

WHO'S NOT?

USF special teams
The year has not gotten offto a good start for the
Bulls on special teams.They have had a punt blocked
and are only 1-of-4on field goal attempts.

KNOW

THE

COACH

UCF, George O'Leary

USF, Jim Leavitt

· UCF.Coach George O'Leary is beginning his second
year as the coach ofthe Golden Knights.In his 37 years of
coaching, O'Leary has served in the pro, collegiate and .
high school ranks.O'Leary has a career record of 52-45,
but he has yet to win at UCF, compiling a record of0-12.

USF Coach Jim Leavitt is the only football
coach the Bulls have ever known.In his ninth season leading the Bulls, Leavitt has compiled a
record of 56-34 and led the Bulls from Division 1AA all the way to the Big East Conference.

From the diamond
to the gridiron
UCF and USF have competed
in many sports, but especially on
the baseball field where there have
been 100 meetings since 1973.
It

AROUND CONFERENCE USA

O'Leary: Knights
must stay aware on
defense to compete
FROM A9

LM OTERO I ASSOCIATED PRESS.

Tulane football players ~rrive at the Doubletree Hotel after a team practice in Dallas, Sept. 5, 2005. 'l'ulane athletic teams were displaced from their New Orleans campus by Hurricane Katrina.

Tulane

- who have allowed an average of illth in the nation in pass
The Green Wave will be the ofover 50 points in their last four defense.
Worst of all was the conclulast team in Division I-A football games dating back to 2004 to open its season Saturday that Texas scored 60 in its first sion to the season in which
game
against Hawaii quarterback Timmy
evening when the team returns home
Chang passed for 405 yards and
to Independence Stadium in Louisiana-Lafayette.
Rice wraps up its non-confer- four touchdowns in a 59-40
Shreveport, La., to host the Misence slate on Sept 24 when the Hawaii victory.
sissippi State Bulldogs.
Leading the way with two
Shreveport, which occasion- team hosts Navy, who had a 10-2
ally hosts Louisiana Tech home season last year including a win interceptions is junior fr~ safety
Brandon Register. Both came in
football contests in addition to at the Emerald Bowl
"the Tennessee contest, including
the annual Independence Bowl,
one that set the Blazers up in
· will host the game free of charge Memphis
Will Hudgens will make his Volunteer territory late in the
. to 1\tlane with all proceeds
going to the university, accord- first collegiate start at quarter- fourth quarter with the score 17ing to the New Orleans Ti.mes- back for the Tigers when they 10. The Blazers failed to convert
host Division 1-AA Chattanooga on a 4th-and-7 at the Tennessee
Picayune.
11 and lost by that same score.
Tulane now has another con- on Saturday.
Hudgens, a redshirt freshUAB hosts 1-AA Jacksonville
nection )rith Louisiana Tech,
who will host the Green Wave man,. will take over for junior State Saturday at 7 p.m., its final
for all football operations for the Patrick Byrne, who broke his non-conference opponent this
right leg in two places during the season.
remainder of the season.
Several other schools, includ- Tigers' offensive series in the 10ing Texas A&M, Southern 6 season-opening loss to Missis- SMU
With the "Iron Skillet" in
Methodiit University and Texas sippi
Byrne will miss the rest of the hand and their first victory over
Tech, are hosting other Tulane
season following successful sur- a Top 25teamin19 years in their
athletics.
Tulane officials are unsure gery on Sept 7 to repair the bro- back pocket, the Mustangs and
where the remaining five home ken fibula and tibia, according to Coach Phil Bennett will stay instate and travel to College Stafootball contests scheduled for the Memphis football Web site.
Hudgens took over and fin- tion to battle Texas A&M.
this season will be played, with
Bennett will head to College
the next home game scheduled ished the game, completing 15 of
28 passes for 145 yards and two Station coming off of a week in
for Octl.
College Sports TV will tele- . interceptions, one · of which which the Mustangs earned the
vise Saturday's game at 7 p.m. in came in the game's final minute Offensive and Defensive Players
· conjunction with the "Big Game and put the Tigers inside the of the Week in Conference USA
Running back DeMyron
for the Big Easy'' telethon, rais- Rebels' 10-yard line.
This is the second straight Martin and free safety Jamey
ing money for. areas affected by
season that the Tigers will host Harper were named the award
Hurricane Katrina
Chattanooga, who matched their winners Tuesday, capping off a
2004 win·total of two by defeat- week in which they defeated
Rice
The Owls could be regretting ing Jacksonville State 21-18 last then-No. 22 TCU 21-10 to claim
scheduling three 2004 bowl Saturday. The Tigers were victo- the "Iron Skillet"
The Aggies are coming off a ·
teams before beginning Confer- rious in last season's meeting, 5221.
devastating 25-24 loss to Clemence USA play on Oct. l'
Memphis running back son on Sept 3. They trailed for
After the season opening 6321 loss to UCLA in Pasadena, Ca, DeAngelo Williams, needs just the entire second half before a
last Saturday, it seems there one rushing touchdown to Reggie McNeal 31-yard touchwould be nowhere to go but up, become the all-time C-USA down pass put them ahead 24-22
but one glance at the schedule leader: The record of 37 is cur- late in the fourth quarter. The
rently held by Williams and Tigers then ran the ball nine
would show otherwise.
Rice will make the 165-mile DeMarco McClesky of Cincin- straight times before a Jad Dean
trek from its Houston campus to nati, who has since left the con- 42-yard field goal won the game
with two seconds remaining.
Austin, home of No. 2 Texas, to ference for the Big East
This contest will also be teletake on the Longhorns Saturday
vised nationally on Fox Sports
at 7 p.m. The game will be tele- UAB
With four interceptions in Net, beginning at 12:30 p.m. Sat.vised nationally on Fox Sports
their 27-7 victory over Troy last urday.
Net
Texas defeated No. 4 Ohio Saturday, the Blazers entered
State 25-22 in Columbus last Sat- into a tie for first in the nation in UTEP vs. Houston
The C-USA season opens up
urday in what many considered interceptions with Georgia Tech.
Improvement in this category on Friday evening when the
the biggest non-conference
was a focal point for the Blazers UTEP'M iners host the Houston
matchup of the season.
The team heads back to Dar- during the off season, as they Cougars in a nationally televised
·
rell K Royal Memorial Stadium failed to generate an interception showdown.
While the ESPN2 telecast
for its second home contest. It in the final eight games of the
does not bode well for the Owls 2004 season, leading to a finish adds some intrigue to the match

up, this game is highly .anticipated due to the preseason
expectations for both teams.
The two schools are rivals in
the loosest of terms, separated
by more than 750 miles, or
roughly the distance from UCF
to the campus of Marshall in
Huntington, WV. They also
have not played in 57 years.
Now; though, the Miners are
playing their first game in CUSA. a conference that Houston has inhabited since 1996.
The threat ofUTEP taking over
the ground Houston worked to
gain over the past nine years is
enough to build a rivalry without one snap being played ·
The game also features two
of the nation's top quarterbacks
in UTEP's Jordan Palmer and
Houston's Kevin Kolb. Both
were named to the preseason
watch list of the Davey O'Brien
Award, given annually to the
best quarterback in the nation.
ESPN2 will begin coverage
at 8 p.m. on Friday.
- CHRIS HOYLER

Bulls. Now the two will square
off on the stage of college football and both have been looking
forward to it
'We've been talking to each
other ever since we were placed
on the schedule," Nelson said.
"Just a little friendly jaw-jacking, .
nothing serious. This iS basically being dubbed the war on 1-4.
This is two schools with similar
abbreviations that get mixed up
all the time in the media This is
really exciting for both schools
and we just want to go out there
and have some fun."
Nelson said, that the team
wants to win this game just as
badly as any other game, but he
has noticed that UCF fans are
taking a deeper interest in this
matchup.
"I think it's pretty much the
game the fans circled on the calendar before the season began,"
Nelson said "This is something ,
that they've been looking forward to and waited for, for a
· long time... This is the game
that everybody on campus,
UCF students, in the cafeteria, .
professors, they're all looking
forward to this game right
here~'
·
The g;nne has been hyped as
a rivalry from day one, but the
number one priority for the
Knights right now is eapturing
their first win of the year and
ending their 16-game losing
streak.
If the Knights want to do
that, they will have to put forth
the same performance that
allowed them .to hold South
Carolina to seven points in the
second hal£ UCF will also have
to avoid giving up the big plays,
as two big plays proved to be
the Knights' undoing when
playing the Gamecocks.
"There are some things you
can't correct, like speed or getting beat by speed," O'Leary
said "The things we got beat on

"You've got to
temper practice
a little bit so you
don't loose the
game during the
week."
- GEORGE O'LEARY, ON THE KNIGHTS
TWO WEEK LAYOFF

were poor awareness.
"I think we have to be a lot
more aware . .". and don't stick •
their . nose where it doesn't
belong," he said. "That's what
happened against South Caroli- •
na. We had a couple of guys
anxious to make plays in the
play action when it was basically a passing set to begin with." · •
In order to make sure the
Knights don't make the same
mistakes against USF, O'Leary . •
worked hard with his players on
the practice field and in the film
room throughout the last two
weeks.
"That game [against South
Carolina] was a great filni session," O'Leary said "Those are
tapes you want .to watch •
because you know they can
help the kids play better."
In regards to having a bye $
week, O'Leary said the hardest
thing has been to keep his players from using all their energy
before the game.
"You've got to temper practice a little bit so you don't lose
the game during the week," he
said. "They're going to go out ' ._
and play hard, and we've got to· •
improve, and in the second
game you usually do improve."
Kickoff for Saturday's game r
is set for 7 p.m. at Raymond
James Stadium, home of the
NFL's Tampa Bay Buccaneers.

•

Soccer team to host tough_Davidson team
FROM A9

freshman defenseman Jake
Howard backed up his goalkeeper and made the save at the
goal line. Mcintosh did have two
saves in the match, giving him
299 for his career. The effort
ranks second in program history.
The Knights took advantage
, ofHoward's defense one minute
, later when a comer kick by Judi-

no was redirected by Gessen,
giving UCF the game-winning
goal The assist put Judino in a
tie for eighth all-time in school
history. The win also gave the
Knights their 26th win in 35
meetings with the Hatters. Since
2002, UCF is 4-1 against its top
in-state rival
"We needed this one to get a
little game experience under
our belt," ErWin said 'We will
take the win, which is perfect,

but now we have to get ready for
Friday."
On Friday, the Knights will
need to be prepared to face a
strong team in Davidson. While
the Wildcats had their fourgame unbeaten streak snapped
on Tuesday, they are nationally
ranked 23rd in the most .recent
Soccer America Men's Top 25
poll The match is set for tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the UCF Soccer
Complex.

tion tournament, which will
crown champions in each of
the competitive, recreational
and women's leagues.
Champions from the competitive leagues will have the
opportunity to represent the
UCF at their respective national tournaments. Last year, UCF
brought home the Flag Football
National Championship in the
co-rec division.
Teams can also qualify for
the national tournament by
cdmpeting at a variety of
regional tournaments throughout the year. For more information on these tolirnaments, call
401'823-2408.

Upcoming deadlines

•

••

HbTI

SPORTS
corner
lmsports-ucf-edu

CHRIS MORELLO
Contributing Writer

Intramural Sports kicked off
its 2005-2006 season this week
with 7-on-7 flag football and 5on-5 basketball. Both sports
have a six-week regular season
followed by a single elimina-

Baseball
Sept.19
Co-Rec Flag Football
Sept.26
Individual Sports Trivia
Sept.28
IM Sports is now hiring
baseball umpires.
If interested, please attend
one of the following rules
clinics:

Sept.21,8:30 p.m.,RWC Room 206
Sept.22,8:30 p.m., RWC Room 206

•;
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TODAY - SUNDAY

Alex Reymundo.
and Joey Medina

. J

)

Two of the best Latino comedians,
• from TheOriginaflotinKingsof(omedy,
come to the Orlando Improv.Trust us,
they're funnier than Carlos Mencia ...
eve~neis.321-281-8000

FRIDAY

Less Than Jake
1.l

Less Than Jake is agreat ska-punk
band, but there's apparently aguy
, named Jake who's even better than
they are.Not sure who he is,but until
we find him, we'll settle for Less Than
Jake with guests Rory and David Melillo.407-934-BLUE

FRIDAY

: Drew Carey
:
)I

.

ThehostoftheAmericanized
Whose Une is itAnyway?brings his
improv-sty!e humor and accountantlike looks to Hard Rock Live. He will be
accompanied by the Im prov Allstars.
407-224-2155

SATURDAY

"Grand Funk
) Railroad
Grand Funk Railroad. Led Zep.. pelin.Jefferson Starship.What's with
bands and mass transit? Part of the
WMMO concert senes, Grand Funk will
be holding afree concert at Gty Hall
Plaza in downtown.407-422-9890

i-

SATURDAY

Cat Show
Because dog shows just werent
manly enough, the Cat Fanciers' Association has created the Championship .Cat
Show and Agility Competition. For reals.
"Hey bro, guess what Isaw this weekend?'' At the Central Florida Fairgrounds.407-295-3247

SATURDAY

· Repticon
Acat show and reptile convention
on the same day in the same place?
Hallelujah! Sounds like agreat place to
pick up dates. Ifthey're into geckos and.
cats, that is.At the Central Florida Fairgrounds.407-295-3247

• • SATURDAY

. Unity Rock
·Showcase
Featuring groups Woodale, A.M.
Conspiracy,Exit the Ride and Spacebar
atthe House of Blues Downtown Disney. 407-934-BLUE

SATURDAY

Into the Air
premiere
).

Kite boarding sounds like aridiculously dangerous sport, like the kinds
seen in Mountain Dew commercials.
The Social has the East Coast premiere
of this independent film.407-481-8485

SUNDAY

The Juliana
Theory ·
Finally! Atheory that doesn't
involve equations and test tubes and
such! Their new album, Deadbeat
Sweetheartbeat,just came out this
week.With guests Lovedrug,The Days
Away and The Goodwill at The Social.
407-481-8485

DVD RELEASE FOR WEEK
• OF SEPT. 20 -

· Mal/rats, 10th
Anniversary
Edition

Kevin Smith'ssecond feature film
might be crude, or, technically,not a
very good movie, but it's quite funny.
Funnier than Jersey Girl, anyway. Perfect
for people who've only seen lay and

Silent Bob Strike Bock.

'

"...We are trying to
put on a show for
people, and we
want to hold·
people's interests,
surprise people
with anew
presentation of
the music we are
making atthe
time and what we
want to do with
our band, since
that changes
regularly."
- BRIAN ESSER,
MEMBER OFYIP-YIP

0

MATT HARRISON
Contributing Writer

·

rlando has a lot of unique music
acts.
It may not be obvious, but
there's more to Orlancjo',s music
scene than a bunch of super-seniors ·with soul patches playing pseudo-hard rock or black T-shirt-clad
freshmen pouring their hearts out
about how they wish they were dead
and bleeding in some forsaken place
like their suburban home.
Yip-Yip is one of the unique ones.
That's right, Yip-Yip~ For the past
five years, this Orlando/Winter Park
area duo has been rabidly assaulting
the underground with what can only
be described as spastic and sporadic
electronica laced with hip hop, ska
and dancehall.

It is nearly impossible to watch
Yip-Yip get on stage· and set up without one's jaw dropping. The band
consists of two strikingly skinny figures covered from head to toe in

black and white checkered outfit~.
These are Yip 1 and Yip 2, the stage
names of Jason Temple and Brian
PLEASE SEE

CONCERTGOERS ON A15

,.

I

and Race Book

THE RAa BOOK·
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S PREMIER
SIMULCAST FACILITY OPEN DAILY &NIGHTLY
YEAR-ROUND FOR THOROUGHBRED,
HARNESS & JAi-ALAi SIMULCASTING!
LIVE IAl-ALAI RETURNS
IN JANUARY!

<.

College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Perfor:mance)
COURTESY FOCUS FEATURES

Bill Murray, above, plays Don Johnston,,a former playboy searching for his rumored son in Jim farrnusch's Broken Ftowers. The role is yet another winner for the veteran .actor.

(

Murray shines.agaip in Broken Flowers
Film more enjoyable
for journey rather
than conclusion

Don proceeds to locate each
of the five women who may
have sent him the letter.
Murray manages to keep
his role relatively low-key,
even compared to his roles in
Lost
in Translation and The
, WILLIAM GOSS
Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou.
· 'staffWriter
His deadpan delivery and subBill Murray continues his tle nuances become the
recent trend of effective mini- source for the majority of the
malist performances as an film's humor and heart.
aging Don Juan prompted to
However, every actress
visit a few former flames in manages. to hold her own
Broken Flowers, the latest from opposite
Murray.
From
Jim Jarmusch (Coffee and Cig- Sharon Stone as a NASCAR
arettes, Ghost Dog: The Way of widow with a teenage daughthe Samurai). ·
ter deservedly named Lolita,
Soon after his latest fling to a nearly unrecognizable
(Julie Delpy) departs 1 Don Tilda Swinton, all of them
/16hnston (Murray) receives an deliver terrific performances
anonymous pink letter, declar- with each individual role.
ing that he had fathered a son Frances Conroy (Six Feet
years earlier and that said Under) appears as a stiff realchild ~ay be looking for him. tor who, with her fellow realEncouraged by his Ethiopian tor and husband (Christopher
neighbor/amateur detective McDonald), is especially conWinston (Jeffrey Wright), cerned about water becoming
•,

Broken Flowers

pyi,ng ("I'm a stalker ,in a Taurus," Don groans over the
phone).
Writer/director Jarmusch
Director: Jim Jarmusch
keeps matters relatively lowStars: Bill Murray, Julie Delpy, Heather
key on his end 'as well. As
Simms, Brea Frazier
Don's journey progresses,
Starts tomorrow at The Enzian Theater
each reunion is reduced in
more valuable than oil or gold. both length and glee. A solindThe film's strongest under- track dominated by recurring
statement occurs when Don Ethiopian jazz numbers seems
visits Carmen (Jessica Lange), appropriately eccentric , for
an animal communicator. the proceedings. The film
With a few select moments, takes its time between scenes,
the brief appearance of Car- and while a slow pace can be
men's receptionist (Chloe satisfying, there are several
Sevigny) speaks volumes with points that border on the
barely any dialogue.
lethargic.
Wright, a relentle.ssly
By the end, Don - and the
appealing character actor, audience - arrive at the
makes the outgoing Winston a inevitable 'conclusion. Howevworthy foil to Murray's dull er, in both cases, it's not so
Don. It is Winston himself · much about the destination as
who takes the liberty of plan- it is the journey, and Broken
ning Don's excursion, even Flowers is a strangely satisfyproviding him with a custom ing journey in that manner.
CD to listen, to in whichever
It's certainly better than a
rental car he is currently occu- swig of oil. •

·****•
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CD REVIEW

New Kanye West effort the best hip-hop album of the year
Like peanut better and jelly skits and quirky sounds that
and Forrest and Jenny before flow together so well with
them, Kanye West and .Jon Kanye's rhymes and beats that
Brion are one hell of a team. · it almost seems hard to
For proof, look no further than believe that it took so long 'to
Late Registration, Kanye's happen.
newly-released masterpiece
The album opens with a
of a second album. But the brief intro featuring Bernie
mere fact that they are togeth- Mac, and then jumps right
er on an album at all is just into its first pleasant surprise.
one of many examples of how "Heard 'Em Say" features
Kanye is pushing rap forward. Maroon S's Adam Levine
And push he does. What- doing what he does best: imi- ·
ever genre borders he tating Stevie Wonder. But like
expanded on his critically the -album's other guest stars,
acclaimed release, The College the addition seems perfectly
Dropout, have been blown at peace with the song.
down here. Late Registration
The other guest MC's
is a near-flawless album, filled include relative newcomer
with top contributions, witty Lupe Fiasco, who rhymes

grandmother's ailing health) to
.the humorous (gold diggers
and well-endowed offspring)
to the sincere (his love for his
Artist: Kanye West
mommy).
Now available in stores
All the aspects that made
about both Mumm-Ra and The College Dropout such a
Lupin III, along with Cam' Ron, success are back in force here.
However, this is much more
Paul Wall, Common and old
than just The College Dropout
friends Jay-Zand Nas.
Late Registration flows 2, and that is where indie whiz
smoothly from one track to the kid Jon Brion comes in.
Brion's superb gift for maknext as Kanye .rhymes about
myriad issues ranging from the ing striking melodies with the
serious (the Black Panthers,
PLEASE SEE LATE ON A15
African strip mining and his

Late R~gistration

0

*****
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10%

COMICS

OFF

WITH
STUDENT ID

fl

Not Valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 10-31-05.

FU2

------:1.
JtmtLo Win9s

Pick your Flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) •••••••••• ; • • • • • • •
. •• • •• 3.99
10 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; • • • 6.49
15 (One flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8.99
20 (One or Two Flavors. 1 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••••• 11.99
30 (One or Two Flavors. 2 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••• ,. 17.99
5ll . (Up to Three Flavors, 3 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••••• 27.99
75 (Up to Three Flavors, 4 Ranch) ••••••• ·••••••••••••••• 37.99
100- (Up to Four flavors, 5 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••• • •• 47.99
Add Celery ....... : ......... , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .49
Extta Bleu Cheese or Ranch • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .69
Add fries to anr Wing order ••••••••.•. .••.••.•.• , • • • • • . . . 1.99

Iluf'.f!<tfo Win9 Ruskei;

·

10 Wings, Ranch aml Wedge Fries· •••••••••••••• , ••••••• , •••7.79

Fresh S<tl<rds

s&.99

Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast. Fried Chicken Breast OR Buffalo Shrimp

Pick your flavor

Plain !l.B any one of our

Pick yourDrMsing

25 flavors

Blue Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mustard, lite Italian

Cl.icken f.:'in9e-rs
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor • Dipped or On the Side
3
5
10
20
50

(One Flavor) •••••••••••••••• 3.99
(One Flavor) ................ 6.29
(One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11.99
(Up to Two Flavors) ••••••••••• 21.99
(Up to Three Flavors •••••••••• 47.99

Ctieken Finffel' Jl<Js-kcrt
!>Fingers & Wedge Fries ....................... 1 ....... 7.411

Ru:f.f!<tlo Slil"impe .
10 Shrimp (One ~Javor) •••••••••• , ••• 5.99
20 Shrimp (One or Two Flavors) •••• , ••• 8.99
10 Shrimp and Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • 7.49

Cl,iel:-P.n 'Sc:rndwic.'7es;
Cl.iel:e-n :r.:'in9EW S<tndwie/,
&

20

1/2 Pound Illl'f>9'~l"S

served with Wedge fries*
•subsllt(IU011$ available fora.n adCltiOnJlcharo•

Pick your Sandwich

$7 • 29

WINGS

Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
Chicken Finger Sandwich
1/2 Pound Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain Qf! any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Clteese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additlonal $,99

&

REGULAR

Sides
Wedge fries •••••••••••••••••Regular
•••• , .••••••• ·•••••••••••.•Jumbo
Cheese Fries ............. , •••Regular
••••••••••• • • • .• .•• : ••••••• Jumbo
Beer Battered Onion Rings ••••••••••••••••••••••••Regular
; •••••••••••••••••••• ; •••••••••••••••••••••Jumbo 4.49
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••4.49
fried Mushrooms ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••.•4.49
· Ranch or Blau Cheese & Celery • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .99
Garden Salad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.49·

Side Salad • . • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 2.49

k'id''% Menu
5 Wings & Wedge fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge fries. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • 5.49

So-Pt·Drinks
12 oz. Cans • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

(

.99

2·llter ••••••• ·.•.••.••• , ••. , •••••••••• 2.49

l>esseri:
Brownies • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 1.49
Cheesecake • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

FRIES
""4

s1g~e
CHOOSE
ANY FLAVOR
Not Valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 10-31-05.

FU1

..
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Life on the road just part of
journey for The Spill Canvas

Only love
can bring
you back.

,,

COURTESY THE SPILLCANVAS

From left to right, guitarist Dan Ludeman, singer Nick Thomas, drummer Joe Beck and bassist Scott McGuire make up The Spill Canvas.

Band recently finished stint on Vans Warp~d Tour
BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

"'

•

Joe Beck apologizes as he
settles in for an over-the-phone
interview. Life on the road has
taken its toll on Beck over the·
weeks.
"We're driving to Salt Lake
City; we drove overnight from
Anaheim, so it was_ a long
drive,'' Beck explained.
Beck is the drummer of a
young band out of South Dakota known as The Spill Canvas.
He and his three other bandmates singer/songwriter
Nick Thomas, guitarist Dan
Ludeman and -bassist Scott
·McGuire - barely had enough
time to finish their show in
Anaheim before heading .back
on the road to make their next
stop.
, This, is the not-so-glorious
·side to rock and roll that many
'. often look past, but every band
'does it.
. Some will openly admit it,
but others try to forget the days
:when they first started out; the
1
days when there were no
"pimped-out" tour buses, but
:only broken down, eight-pas·senger vans with trailers
attached for pulling equipment.
But there are no complaints
;from The Spill Canvas. This is
what they love; this is what
·they live for.
"[Our] goal is to just spread
our music to as many people as
•we can. We're~not setting out to
,be the biggest band in the
:world. We just warit as many

1~

•

'-

~-

people to hear our music and - · As Beck explained, creatillg
maybe get touched by our the album was hard work, but
music," Beck said. "If that definitely worth it.
means that we get big, then
"We had been touring
that's fine. But if'that means straight for a year, so we decidwe're still a small band, that's ed to take off from January to
fine. I just want as many kids to March. And we holed up into
feel close to us and feel movi;!d this little basement with all our
by our music."
equipment and we wrote 15
That sincerity and drive songs. We pretty much just
landed The Spill Canvas a two- belted them out right in a row.
week spot on this past sum- We loved the way it came out.
mer's Warped Tour, where the We recorded it and we really _
band found themselves as both fell in love with it."
performers and fans.
The feeling is mutual. Fans
"We actually got to meet have already fallen in love with
one of my favorite bands, The 't he -album too, though it has
Starting Line. I hung out with only been out for a few weeks
-'em a couple times and they're , now.
Ever the hard workers, The
like the coolest guys ever, and
so I was really excited to meet Spill Canvas continue to drive
across the country in support
them,'' Beck said
But do not get the wrong of One Fell Swoop.
impression about The Spill
The band hit Orlando last
Canvas. They are not only fans, night, rocking The Social
they are musicians, and talent- downtown. No doubt they
ed musicians at that.
enjoyed the .show as mU:ch as
It all started with Thomas. their fans did. At age 15, he had already
When asked about playing
released his own album. After a smaller, intimate venues like
few years as an acoustic solo The Social, Beck said, "I think
artist, he decided to find a those are always fun because
band. Through high school kids seem to get into it more if
friends and local scene connec- they feel they're right there
tions, he found three other guys with you."
As far as playing the big venwho would eventtially make up
ues, "The big shows are cool
The Spill Canvas.
It took only on~ demo for too, because you feel like you're
Orlando-based One · Eleven someone special, but obviously
Records to sign the quartet. _ we're not," Beck said laughing.
With their rising popularity,
The band soon headed into the
studio with acclaimed produc- a tour of all the "big shows"
er Ed Rose (The Get Up Kids, may be in The Spill Canvas'
Motion City Soundtrack) to future, whether they'll admit it
record One Fell Swoop.
or not.
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Late Registration a visionary rap album
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strangest of instruments compliments Kanye to a "T," and
it's a gift tliat he makes the
most of. From the first true
song on the album, you can
hear Brion's influence in the
P iano riff that ties the track
together. On the touching
"Hey Momma" you can hear it
in all its ql,lirky glory. Here,
Brion takes the Kanye track

which people have been hearing for more than a year and
adds a vocoder-generated
backup vocal, a flowing synth
line, wind chimes and a tin
pot-sounding drum beat.
Late Registration is not only
the best hip-hop album to
come out this year, but.it is one
of the finest-produced albums you will hear for some time to·
come. Pigeonholing it as
merely a hip-hop album may

be doing it a grave injustice to
both its strong pop melodies
and indie qualities. It is a
genre-redefining piece of art
worthy of all the praise it
receives.
In answer to a question
Kanye
ponders
midway
through: Yes, you, may talk
your sh** again; you may talk
it as loud as you want.
- CHRIS BOWERS

Concertgoers respond to Yip-Yip
FROM AB

•
•

·Esser, the two men behind Yip- Yip. But don't always expect
them to look the same.
"The costumes change usually because we get b_o red with
them,'' Esser, or Yip 2, said. "Or
they fall apart, and we assume
that if we are getting bored
with them, then other people
pr9bably are too."
Some may chock the band
up as a novelty until Yip 2
speaks into the mic and a shrill,
almost infantile, extra-terrestrial voice emerges.
'
Speaking
through
a
vocoder, he thanks the audience for coming, announces
the first song and, before any. one has a chance to react, the
. crowd is aurally berated with
' fast-paced, purely electronic
music. It doesµ't take long for
the doubters to get into the
unusual tpythm.
"Plus, we are trying to put
• on a show for people, and we
, want to hold people's interests,
• surprise people with a new
' presentation of the music we
• are niaking at the time and
what we want to do with our
' band, since that changes regularly," said Esser.
, Yip-Yip began 2000 as a
performance art gl"oup playing

An

in downtown Orlando. By the
end of 2002, they had become
an established band and, along
with their first costumes and
keyboards, played their first
show as a band at The Social. ·
Since then, Yip-Yip has
become the premiere local
band in Orlando and developed a reputation for net only
an unforgettable show but for
· its ever-changing matching
outfits the band performs in. In
2004, its efforts won Yip-Yip
the "Best Electronic Act"
award from Orlando Weekly.
Yip-Yip has traveled out as
far as California and Washington, playing alongside the likes
of Cinema Eye -and An Albatross. The band comes armed
with a small arsenal of electroinstruments, including two
analog synthesizers, two digi- ·
tal synthesizers, two digital
saxophones, a Roland SP808
sampler for beats and real-time
effects, effects pedals for pitch
shifting and a bevy of wires
and cables linking everything
together.
Using these tools, the act
seeks io bring its unique experimentat/progressive/electronica to the masses of youth desperate to taste the future of
rock 'n' roll. •
Recently, Yip-Yip per-

formed with regular showmates Band Marino, The Band
of The Name, and D0dger at a
sold-out show on Aug. 21 at
The Social. But will they ever
gain mainstream acceptance?
"I don't know; a few years
ago I would have said no, but
things ha'le been going well for
us lately, so who knows?" Esser
said.
Concertgoers have really
responded to Yip-Yip's style.
"I though Yip-Yip's performance was by far one of the
most original I've seen in all
my years of going to shows,"
said senior Paige Anderson,
who caught the Aug. 21' concert.
"It's definitely not just
music, ·it's definitely performance art."
With the re-release of its
debut record Pro-Twelve
Thinker on the indie label SAF
Records, 'the duo's first music
video (recorded during its live
performance in Cambridge
Circle Apartments last Halloween and available on the
CD) and its brand-new costumes and live set, Yip-Yip has
secured a premiere position in
the Orlando underground
Visit
http://www.yipyip.com for a fu;tthand look at
this remarkable group.

·Reese
Mark
Witherspoon Ruffalo
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Groups applauded
for relief efforts
P

roviding relief for victims
of Hurricane Katrina has
become a huge agenda
among campus organizations at
UCF and each group should be .
commended for the work being
done to raise money and supplies for the victims in New
' Orleans and throughout the Gulf
, Coast.
Thousands of dollars have
been raised by a number of different organizations and the self• lessness shown by the UCF ·
community is amazing, to say
• the least.
·
• · The UCF Police Department
. should be congratulated for col: lecting as much clothing and toi: letries as it did and for sending
officers to deliver those goods to
: Mississippi via Florida State
• University. UCFPD deserves
• even more merit because the
· officers aren't stopping there.
The efforts of the President's
. Leadership Council in raising
money for 1\tlane University is a
spectacular gesture because it's
a sign of students helping students, not to mention the alma
mater of our university's president.
LEAD Scholars, the National
Cen~,,£or Forensic Science, College of Health and Public Affairs,
Catholic Charities, Victim Services and even the American
Red Cross Club at UCF all

deserve recognition for their
efforts over the past few weeks
to help people they don't even
know. There are more than 20
organizations at UCF currently
in the collection process and
that number will only grow
exponentially in the coining
weeks.
But as all of these organizations keep chipping in to do
their part in providing aid, there
comes a slight danger in charity
groups stepping on each other's
toes or taking away from each
other's efforts. It's not that there
is a competitive nature of any
sort, but with so many groups
wanting to put maximum effort
into collecting donations there is
bound to be an overlap.
With each club, organization
and college trying to make an
impact for one relief organization there should be a governing
body for clubs and organizations
that participate in relief efforts
and combine one large donation
under the umbrella of UCF.
The action wouldn't take
away from the efforts of any of
the groups, but it's important ,to
distinguish the univers~ty as a
whole for efforts of suCh important philanthropic weight.
Whether it is the Office of Student Involvement, the Student
Government Association or
even the school's administration

who takes the reins, an organized collective effort is essential
to maximize the potential of giftgiving by the student population
and the community at and stirrounding UCF.
.
Each organization deserves
recognition for the work that the
students and faculty put into
benefiting Katrina victims and
the rebuilding process. However,
some organizations are concerned with making sure that
their names are out there for
recognition's sake.
Recognition is deserved, but
now is not the time for organizational gain. Instead it's time for
gain as a community of students
helping each other out with the ·
hope that those victimized
would do the same if tables were
tumed.
Regardless of which larger
entity would take charge of
these collections, it's most
important that it contiriues as
long as it possibly can. The
groups that are doing their part
by raising money or clothing or
toiletries are showing a sense of
community within UCF that is
more powerful than anything.
They're reaching out to hun- .
dreds of thousands of devastated
people.
That's more important than
anything that could ever be
taught in a classroom.

OUR STANCE

SUV hybrids not
worth the hype
H

ybrid SUVs and trucks,
which gain efficiency by
switching between a gas
engine and an electric motor,
appear to be a compromise
between the American desire for
big, shiny status symbols and the
reality of $3 per gallon gas
prices.
According to the hype, they
consume less, pollute less and
make you feel all warm and
envirorimentally conscious. But
do they make monetary sense?
And are they as eco-friendly as
they claim?
Auto manufacturers would
say yes. The numbers, however,
say no.
The typical hybrid has an
electric motor that assists the
gas engine while acceierating
and the battery recharges while
the car is moving, eliminating ·
the need to recharge your car.
Hybrid cars also use lightweight materials and low-rolling
resistance tires with less drag.
All of this increases efficiency.
Best of all, hybrid cars automatically shut their engines off
while stopped in traffic. This
feature is especially useful on
436 or I-4 before, during or after
rush hour.
All of this sounds reasonable
enough and it may even work.
Smaller cars like the Honda
Insight get 61 miles per gallon
according to the Department of
Energy. However, when you look
at larger hybrids like the GMC
K15 Sierra, the numbers don't
balance out the way many
hoped.
That hybrid pickup boasts 18-

combined mpg, a whole two
cargo ioom and 21 combined
more miles per gallon than its
mpg, or the Toyota Scion xB
gas-only counterpart, which
with 33.5 cubic feet in back and
would be impressive if it didn't
30 combined mpg. Though the
cost about $14,000 more. Wait,
latter looks a lot like a British
mail truck. .
.
no it wouldn't.
For the truly fuel and enviThe SUVs do little better
with the 200S Ford Escape HEX, ronment savvy there are alternagaining nine combined mpg on
tives. A Volkswagen Jetta TDI,
its gas-using sibling with an
for example, is a diesel-powered
approximate $8,000 increase,
sedan that sells for $1,240 more
and the soon-to-be-released
than its gasoline-powered ver2006 Lexus RX getting an esti:
sion, yet achieves SO percent betmated seven more combined
ter fuel economy. Diesel fuel
mpg for the hybrid version
economy is less fragile than that
accompanied by a $13,000 estiof hybrids - driving style
mated price increase, according
affects them much less.
to the companies' Web sites.
Let's hope that many more
· So forking over the extra
"clean" diesels, built to take
dough doesn't save much gas or
advantage oflow-sulfur fuel
the environment. It defmitely
coming in 2006, will show up on
doesn't save consumers any
car lots soon. ·
money.
To truly save gas and money
The hybrid SUVs disappoint.
look to smaller, traditional vehicles. There are many traditional
Still, hope remains.
Overlooked, but undeterred,
vehicles that are as clean and
there are several traditional gas
fuel efficient as hybrids and
vehicles with lots of cargo room. much less expensive. Consumer
They rriay have a soccer mom
Reports recommended Ford
Focus, for example, has an
reputation, but according to
Consumer Reports, the best route engine that qualifies for Partial
for fuel economy combined with Zero.,-Emission Vehicle status,
carrying capacity is the minivan
achieves 27 city or 36 highway
route. The Toyota Sienna gets 21 mpg and starts at about $7,000mpg and has a whopping 70.S
$13,000 less than the cheapest
.hybrid even before rebates.
cubic feet of storage space.
For those whose vanity
The lesson of the story:
.
protests the ide~ of driving a
Hybrids are not the cure-all con-·
soccer-mom mobile, there are
sumers were hoping for, and
compact SUVs. They sacrifice a · until the auto manufacturers
bit in qrrgo room and aren't as
start focusing less on horsepowflashy as their giant.competition, er and more on fuel efficiency
but they match.the fuel econothe consumer is safest sticking
my of minivans.
to the basics. In other words,
The Toyota RAV4 is an exam- give up the Escalade dream and
ple of this with 36.5 cubic feet of buy a Focus.
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Haynes comments tacky

I was rubbed raw by·quotes attributed to
Ulrich Haynes in the Sept 12 article "Sept 11
still open wound for many."
.
Former Carter-era Ampassador Haynes'
comments regarding your piece on the 9/11
tragedy were untimely and inappropriate.
On the anniversary of this dark and painful
day, Haynes equates the present difficulties in
Iraq with o\Jr ''unilateral" foray into that nation.
is an untimely and irrelevant comment
that dilutes the awful remembrance of the day.
' The simple .t ruth is more than SO nations, in
one way or another, joinedus in our noble crusade to purge the world of a·murderous evil
man, encourage and establish democracy, and,
it was hoped, to rid the world.of weapons of
mass destruction. 1\vo outta three ain't bad.
The French and German governments,
arguably two Western democratic heavy- ,
weights, were given the opportunity to join
this Global Coalition for Iraqi Freedom and
elected not to participate. Interestingly, the
East Europeans and a few other post-Soviet
republics were notably represented in this

nus

cause.

Being new to the democratic ideal, these
nations. cherish and embrace the blessings of
the very freedom Haynes states we cannot
forge "in our own image." Well, America is a
free country and Haynes is free to be wrong.
Further, Haynes' words are inappropriate
since Sept 11 should be spent remembering the
fallen and recalling the horror evil maniacs
planned years in advance to perpetrate in New
York and Washington. He ought to leave the
discussion of so-called American "strategic
mistakes" to another day.
-BOB MORGAN

.Roberts a judge with vision
The U.S. Senate confirmation hearings have
proved that John Roberts is a man of wisdom
and that the senators trying to make him stumble are fools.
Evil men who care only for their own
power played politics with one of the most

important governmental positions in the
world. These fools hoped threatening questions would make one of the best attorneys in
the world stick his foot in his mouth. He
silenced their groundless objections. with
words of wisdom.
Like the master of law and justice that he is,
John Roberts spoke with calmness, firmness
and graciousness. I rejoice that God has given
us a man of wisdom to interpret American law
as we venture into the next decades.

l ·

- SKIP MOEDINGER
f)

Ranting about Katrina
I'm personally appalled at the lack of .
respect for Hurricane Katrina. Between the
people I've heard talk about it and die news
•
media, there seems to be virtually no respect
for the awesomeness ofit
If you choose not to leave during a mandatory evacuation, you choose to accept the consequences; ifyou were wrong and "they'' were
right. Ifyou choose not to be ready for the
aftermath of a nearby hurricane, you're choosing to gamble that it will fizzle. Ifyou choose to
play the blame game instead of finding solutions, you choose not to help.
During last December's tsunami, most
Americans didn't care much. Do you only care
now because gas iS costing you SO cents more?
Why was there a news crew in New
Orleans during Katrina? Why were thete news
helicopters saying ho'}' bad the situation is as
they showed people being drowned on live television instead of turning off the camera and
trying to help?
If we prepare for everything bad that can
happen, we'll have nothing left to make any
progress on. Disasters will always happen, it's
only a matter of where and when. Don't underestimate nature, and don't go having" a hissy-fit
when it strikes. It's like when a person.chooses
to drive around the gates at arailroad Crossing;
they're merely a styrofoam cup to the oncoming locomotive. That's what a city is to a Cate.gory S hurricane.
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'What have you done to aid
hurricane victims?'
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ALEX PERRYMAN

SHANNON TORRES

·Business administration

Psychology/communicative disorders

"I donated clothes."

(eutral 3f=loriba-"1ture

SAMANTHA STRACK
Undeclared

"I donated money and a box of old
clothes."·
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"Nothing right now."
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KEVIN FELKER

DANIELLE DEDITZ
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Exceptional education

"I donated money to achurch
fundraiser."

"I gave $1 to kids collecting money in

abucket in my neighborhood."

('

"Once my financial aid comes in, I am
planning on giving a percentage to the
Red Cross."
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No pressure, Knights, jusf
don't make me hug a cow
The gauntlet has been
throWn down and the challenge accepted. Mark Lennox,
editor in chief of USF's The
Oracle, and I have come to
terms on the wager for Saturday's football rivalry debut
· between the Knights and the
Bulls.
MOUTHING OFF.
. If UCF ~.Lennox sports
UCF gear and hugs Knightro
ASHLEY BURNS .
in front of a photographer. If
Managing Editor
USF wins, I wear USF gear and
hug whatever the heck they
thought Miami was going to be
call their moo cow. It's probahorrible. Then Gus Frerotte bly something like Stupid the
I shudder at the mere mention
Cow. Regardless, I don't want
of his name - showed up Sunto do it,
day and slapped Denver like a ·
As for that disgusting USF
Jersey Shore prostitute. Are the
shirt I swore to wear all week
Dolphins trying to give us all
as means of "reverse mojonastrokes? Miami, please let the
tion," it has already been tom
hardcore fans know in advance
twice and earned me three
that you plan on being decent
death threats from my closest
this year so we can get our
friends, so that idea went
Matt Leinart wet-draft-dreams
down the drain pretty quicldy.
out of our heads in advance.
I don't have much more to
With that said, how about
say about Saturday's game •
them New York Jets? Analysts
because I already said as much predicted the Jets to give New
as could be said i}l Monday's
England a run for its money in
column, and mainly because I
the AFC East this year and
don't want to upset the college
Miami to suck the cellar dust
football gods. I'rn going to sit
as usual. Well, well, well Jets
back, enjoy setting my fantasy
fans. Might I offer you these
football lineups and await the
words of comfort: "They're in
day that will either make or
the air, they're on the ground,
break the ppde of about 25,000 they're always in control..."
die-hard UCF fans.
Has anyone else noticed
I'm not trying to put any
lately how skinny Hilary Duff
pressure on our football team,
has become? Pop-star perverts
just merely tossing the thought like me have known for quite
out there that this game holds
sometime about the 17-yearour entire season, roughly 99
old's illegal, creepy romance
percent of our fanfare and
with Good Charlotte's 26-yearmost of our in-state recruiting · old lead singer Joel Madden
in the balance. Again, no pres- · and especially her feud with
sure, Knights. But as Leslie
Lindsay Lohan. I guess the
Nielsen said in Airplane, I just
explanation for the aforemen• wanted tO' tell you good luck
tioned tabloid fodder is that
and we're all counting on you.
Duff had to somehow surpass
In the meantime, here's a
Lohan's skankitude as well as
tirade full of history's greatest · · try to make her backbone
rivalries.
more v4;ible. Nice job, Ms.
First thirig's first. Who in
Duff. Ms. Lohan, you're on the
the bloody orange-and-aqua
clock.
heck do the Miami Dolphins.
Speaking of feuds and rivalthink they are? Fins fans spent
ries, I'd like to announce that I
all oflast season and the entire have'finally settled my longoffseason preparing for the
running and publicly silent
worst this time around
feud with rapper The Game. I
because we collectively
took offense months ago when

STONEYBROOI{

the hip-hop star proclaimed in
one of his hit songs that he was
"rap's MVP." The truth is that I
was given that title during a
rap-off at my friend's bar mitzvah when I was 12. The Game
and I have agreed on a cash
settlement and I have retired
my title to him. Yes, that story
was entirely made up except for the bar mitzvah
thing - and I really need
something better to do with
my time.
•
Republicans and 'Democrats
arguing about who is to blame
for the slow call to aid for Hurricane Katrina relief in New
. Orleans is like Churchill and
Roosevelt arguing about who
· let Hitler rise to power in Germany. It doesn't matter now
because the, worst has already
happened. People need to stop
arguing and just do whatever.
needs to get done to help the
refugees·out. Solve the problem first and then by all me~
have a blast trying to figure out
whether the state or federal
governments were wrong.
I left a few items out of my
recent column about horrible
TV shows. In the long-rullning
rivalry of TV producers and
viewers, the viewers have
taken another bullet to the
eyes in the name of indecency.
I don't know why l didn't mention it, but The War At Home is
officially the worst piece of
non-reality garbage pumped
out by Fox since That BO's"
Show. Does anyone remember
when Michael Rappaport had
potential? Someone please
contact hell and get him another contract with Satan.
Finally, it warrants mention
, that Saturday's UCF/USF game
is going to be nuts and I have
that lurking uneasy feeling that
there could be a few mip.or
skinnishes. I urge everyone to
get behind the Knights and get
crazy, but also to remember
you can't cheer for your team
if you're in jail.

IT'S·YO.UR-

H0 ME·
COURSE!!!

M.onday- Friday ANYTIME!·
FOR You·MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUSt
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 9/30/2005

Call the Pro Shop for tee times

407~384-6888

Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com

Meet with faculty and staff representing UCF='$
more than 100 master's, doctoral, specialist, and .
, certificate programs.
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4:00

p.m. - 7:00 p.m~, UCF Arena
..

A showcase of the University of Central Florida's
diverse graduate programs with representatives from
all collegas, many programs, Graduate Studies,
.
fellowships, student financial assistance, GEM
{National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for
Minorities in Engineering and Science), and many
other UCF service areas.
'
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By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Ch'ick-Fil-A
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3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817
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Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com
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Each addl issue:
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JNR Adjustment Company has available
positions for immediate hiring. We are
looking for energetic, s'elf-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
industry. The position is based on hourly
rate together with commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal
interview.
Help Wanted PIT student with HTML and
Basic programming skills to work on
website design and internet marketing.
Call (407) 971·7804

SAUC'-' BELLA Now Hiring cooks,
servers, food runners and cashiers.
We'rfj looking for high energy,
aggressive individuals to help launch our
new 'l ocation at 1700 W. Sand Lake Rd.
Ste. D-124. 407·857-1141

Office Supply Company Seeking High
Energy Self Motivated Sales Team.
$50/account. Flexible Hrs.
Contact Meredith@ 407-281-9901

Receptionist. Saturday 10·5:30pm
Phones and some paper work.
Call Lightstyle 407-896·7252

We need your help with student
research! Participate in our research
study and receive $25 and an iPod
Shuffle. Interested? Visit our website for
more information and <1' quick survey to
ensure your eligibility at: http://survey.
confirmit.com/wix/p294295192.aspx

Famous Phils Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484-686-5678.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
FT/PT weekdays:Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.

Helper/Housecleaner Needed_ Oviedo
area. Mostly cleaning. Ho(lest &
dependable. Morning hrs. 5 • 6 hrs/Wk_
Flex Schedule. $9/hr. 407·971-1338.
Women ages 21 -30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
•
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Warehouse Help ~eeded. Must be able
to lift 50 lbs and be dependable.
FT/PT. Flexible scheduling.
Call Lightstyle at 407·896-7252
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
click on Surveys:·
Movie extras earn up to $200 per
day. All looks needed. 'No experience
required. Call 800-644·8149.

Join-us
Cybis is an emerging audiovisual staging & creative media company.

Join-us as a Media Productrons Designer, Assistant Producer, Executive
Assistant, or Freelance Production Expert.

1Kl.i va.~

CO.M /JOIN US

$}6
$10

- .c.
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Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good' Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103

TAX INSTRUCTOR
Exper. teacher or preparer needed for 8
week evening tax class. Starts late Sept.
Conv. location in East Orlando. Send
resume to LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn_com
or call 407·380-0880.

HELPWANTED

SS
s3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per lin~ .
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
• Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

·HELP WANTED:
l~
~'(ieneral
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
, Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-96~·6520 x 107.

.. c.

AD RATES

Female smokers, thin, feminine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview_ S_
elected
callers earn $50. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
661-255-3940
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

--1;..m"' '&iteeze~
OPPORTUNITY IS ON
OUR MENU!

Widow in Winter Springs needs F help
'with children ages 15, 12 and 5 b/w
2 and 6 p.m. Mon-Fri. Flex. sched.
$10/hr. Call 407-359·7211.

Part-Time Nanny
to help mother w/ after school activities
and homework for three· children ages
1·6- Early education, speech or a
communication major is a BIG plus- Love
of working with children is a must. Hrs·
weekday afternoons, some night hrs, flex.
wendygaylor@bellsouth.net or
407·895·4647
Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Carl
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up· your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com
Medical/Representative
Growing company needs assertive self
starter to. provide medicaid eligibilify
screening over the phone in our winter
park office. Knowledge of medicaid
eligibility/ bilingual pref. Part time
positions available to process reports
and patient information_ Computer
knowledge a plus. Fax resume
Monday-Friday 407-677-5533 EOE
Mystery Shoppers get paid to shop.
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Call 800-690-1273.
ALTERNATIVE SALES GIG
No Boss. No Timesheets. No dresscode.'
visit www_RightBrainTerrain.com _
click on "STUD~NTS" for i nfo_

Jason's Deli is now hiring delivery drivers
to start at $7/hr plus tipsl
We are willing to work around your busy
sched. & other jobs! Flex. shifts avail:
Mon-Fri. 10 am to 4 pm_ Delivery drivers
must be 1'8 yrs or older, own car, have
valid drivers license, up to date
insurances and a good driving recoro.
No exp. needed ! Tell a friend and apply
in person at Jason's Deli, 303
!=·Altamonte Dr, # 1;!50. 407·83CJ.0699.
Appointment Setters $8 - $1 O per hour
plus bonus. Flex. days & hours.
407-736-8395.
TAX PREPARER, FREE TAX CLASS
Earn ex1ra income after taking course.
Flex. sched, conv_ lac_ in East O rlando.
Register now! Courses start in Sept.
Send contact info to
LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com or call
407· 380-0880. Liberty Tax Service.
Small fee for books.

Phone Sales
Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. · 5-9p.m. Mon-Fri
$300-600 + other bonuses.
Call Nick 407·467-4102.
***EGG DONORS NEEDED***
Help a couple become a family.
Compensation $5,000 all expenses paid
www.ProdigyOvumDonations_com
PODstacie@aol.com

CJ-

KNIGHT lbO~I}{
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Part-Time Jobs are available
through 'career Services & .
Experiential Learning.For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu

(

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions
at Winter Park Office.
Evening hours 5-9 pm.
About 16-20 hours/wk.
Flex. sched. as your sched.
changes. Starting at $8 and
up depending on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only·

Call Donna at

Billion $$$ Company Expands into
Florida With New Energy Drink! Part-time·
reps needed. www.fuelgoodenergy.com
or 904·980·9212.

407-671-7143

10:30-2:30 M·F Lunch Delivery Driver
w/in a 5 mile radius of downtown area
must be reliable, has own transportation
(good part time money) 407·425-7814

Facility operations technician for large
residential apartment complexes in the
Lake Buena Vista area. Permanent, FIT.
Excellent pay/benefits.
Fax respo(lse to (407) 658-6103
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista_ Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inqu iry to 407-938-9057

DO YOU WANT CONTROL

Of Your Life. Fire Your Boss.

..

Stop Climbing The Corporate
Ladder. 888-283·5603
www.choose2bhappy.com

.BEST PART-TIME
JOB IN ORLANDO

(

Delivery drivers needed. Good pay plus
tips, must be motivated, know the area
and able to work 25 hours per week.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)

'
DINNER & LUNCH SHIFTS NOW AVAILABLE! DAY ONE MEDICAL/DENTAL AVAILABLE
CONSERV STUDENT LOANS • PAID VACATIONS

~-

Apply in person

PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN

_.._;M
;.:,::---=on-Wed-Fri, 2pm • 4pm
BAHAMA BREEZE -- ORLANDO
499 E. Altamonte Dt
8735 Vineland Ave. 8849 International Dt
(At the Altamonte Mall)

Lake Buena Vista

'Orlando

www.bahamabreeze.com.

e mail resume to;
admin@thelearningcurvesolution.com
CARE GIVERS for our clients In their
homes. Flex. PT. shifts avail. No
previous exp. needed HOME HELPERS
Call 407-454-0000
Camp Counselors for after school
program in Winter Springs. Experienced,
Energetic, and En"\husiasticl
Call 407·696·0113

nus

HAPPE~S,

ORDINARY PEOPLE
DO EXTRAORDINARY THffiGS .••.

~\

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenient locations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

f l\

.i>

If you 1ve ever dreamt o'f creating memories for millions of Walt Dis.ney World®
Guests, this is your chance. We are now casting for Disney Animated
Character "look ·.. alikes" and Disney Character Performers.
Qualified Disney Animat~d Character "look - alike" cand idates should
have a positive attitude, good speaking voice and resemble the
characters in look and height. Selected candidates will also pe form
as costumed char.acters.

(,

Qualified Disney Character Performer candidates should be able to
demonstrate effective non-verbal communication skills.

Audition Date:
September 28, 2005
3:00pm
UCFArena
Open To All Height Ranges

. Please wear tennis shoes (no street shoes) and comfortable
attire that allows free movement.

"'

¥

\407.828.1000 i

. DDBJIUEl

For more information, call the Walt Disney World®
Jobline at 407-828-1000.

.

,

Disney. Where Imagination Works.
EOE • Drawing Crealivity from Diversity •

C)

Disney

HEATHER GLEN CROSSWORD
Roaring Twenties
3/2 SFH w/ screened patio, all
appliances included off Dean Rd.
Call Legacy Real Estate Group at
407-275-9595

•

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Have you thought about buying
• Instead of renting?. Pay the same but
own-your place! Call your UCF
Mortgage Company for assistance!
407-319-4730

•

HOMES FOR RENT
l.ICF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to-$1295. View our
avall rentals at ·www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

•

Mendel Villas. 2/2.5 townhouse with
garage and W/D. $725/mo. Within
walking distance to UCF.
Call 407-324-7773.

e

Can't Beat This Deal!
t

Single room avail. in CVI beg. immed. July 31st $500/mo. incl. all utilities, cable,
high speed internet, UNLIMITED MEAL
PLAN! Please Call Richard at
954-721-2126 or 954-336-5042 \

ACROSS
1. Dada pioneer
4. __ breve
8. Wood sorrels
12. Mauna __
13. Grazing
grounds
14. Chimney duct
15. Scarface
17. Seize
18. Mark down
19. Railroad rail
21. Gained a lap
23. Rascal
26. __ Romeo
29, Island dance
32. Sofa,
converted
33. Holy __
34. Related years
35. Sorority
member
36. Wantedposter letters •
2

5

6

7

12
15
18

Apartment for Rent
•

412 $695/ month. Water, cable, local
phone, incluqed. Super close to UCF
Call 407-380-6000 ask for Rachel

r

FREE RENT (no bills at all) 1n upscale
College Park • In exchange 20hrs/wk
•
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req·. Female'students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423·2021
or 407-694-1045

33
36
39

Condo for Rent 212 Includes cable,
water, and security. $900/mo ·
www.theclubatorlando.4t.com
407-915-4264

fl

Apartments
1 & 2 Bedrooms

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!
407-657-0011

DOWN ·
1. Word of woe
2. Teacher's list
3. Tropical
rodent
-~--~-

3

Heather Glen

37. Clothing
• department
38. Wrong
39. Nile animal
41 . Be incorrect
43. Media
46. Water plants
50. Butter
stand-in
52. Popular '20s
game
54. Period of
time
55. Fertilizer
56. I found it!
-57. Hardy lady
58. Long cut
59. Bunch of
money

4. Greek
letter
5. August
sign
6. Narrow
way
7. Confused
8. Frequently
9. The "It" girl
10. North Sea
bird
11 . Envision
16. Prospector's test

20. Reggae's
kin
. 22. Quaker
pronoun
24. Swerve
25. Singer
Arnold
26. Nanking
nanny
27. Norse god
of fire
28. Charleston
dancers?
30. Samovar
-11~ 31. Emit
9-~1-0~coherent
light
35. Sophia's
--+--+---1-~
husband
37. Curly's
buddy
40. Highschool
formals
--+--+---1 42. Prince of
India
44. Cocky
45. Franklin's
--+--+---1-_.
mother
47. Bite
48. Turkish
general
49. Mild exple·
tive
50. Giant .
Mel __
51. Mr.
lacocca
53. Stags and
bucks

• Only $350/mo. util. incl. No leasing. TW<?
rooms for rent in 3/2 home. 1O min west
of UCF w/ sat. & internet. pref. N/S male
18-24 Contact Luke asap: 407-568-1462

Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407-277-7080

3/2 house 2 rooms avail. near
UCF high speed internet, satelllte tv
$350 a month utilities Included Call
954-736-6405 or 407-729-9846

Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $275/mo. Furnished.
Call 407-273-9045 or 407-497-2638

1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Lake, yard, Internet, private room.
All incl. $475. Call Jeff, UCF grad
407-737-6690 & see photos online:
www.thlnkcybis.com/room

UCF Area Home
2 Furn rms & shared bath avail. $400/mo
incl util. No lease. Non-refundable $100
• security.dep. Call 407-232-1802 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)

•

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BDRM In 3 bdrm home on
•
lake, 6 mlns from UCF. $500/mo
_incl. "utll, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291 .
.
SUBLEASE AT DISCOUNTED RATE!!!
M or F needed for bd & ba In 4/2.
$455/mo Incl all utll, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle & free parking permit.
~
Call 407-538-9655

Female needed to share 2bed/2 bath in
Hunter's Reserve. Close to UCF. Resp.
N/S please. $450 all' util. incl. Avail. asap.
•
Call 321-947-5575.
Spacious Bdrms located in Rybolt's
Preserve. 1.5 miles from campus. Reg
bdrm $500/mo includes utilities, $600 for
..._,master. For more info, contact Jack@
954-812-1101 .

••

5 spd. 130K mi.
AC, PW, moon roof, red ext. $2100
Call 321-276-2373

2 ROOMS FOR RENT
Females only. Brand new 4/2 home 5
mins away from UCF. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, garage w/ remote, community
pool. Maria 407-977-7098 or
407-46.1-8197.

Avalon Park
Timber Creek
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Just built in July"05
5 BRs, 3 full Baths
'°Luxurious Master $500.-Reg. BRs $375 + Util.
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
3 Rooms Left ($375)
For Profess.Group or
Students to Join in
Anette: 407-716-0848
Add. Big Homes avail.nearby
Leon: 407-334-6658
··~~~~~~~~~~~~~
$320/mo. Room for rent. Straight F
needed, Barrington Place apt. homes.
3/2, W/D, big bedrms, walk-in closets.
screened in patio, full gym, tennis courts,
• Dean and Alcina, less than 1O min from
UCF call 904-866-2.665

...

•

Ro.om avail. 3/2 furnished house, garage,
W/D, cable, internet, near UCF, VCC,
• 417 & 408, $400/mo + util. Call Brian at
321-544-6003 or beachant@hotmail.com
Liberal UCF Femme' Seeks Same to·
Share 2/2 Townhome Needs First L,ast
• $425/mo $200 sec dep looking to share
positive space Call 954-829-2754
Room w/ Bath for Rent
Roommate wanted for 1 bed/1 bath in
• family home. Preferably ages 20·25, NO
PETS, NO SMOKING Short/Long term
Lease available. Please contact
Charlene @ 407-721-4513
Available lmmediatelyllll
Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$450/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867
• Room for Rent In 3/.2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq.ft. located In Waterford Lakes Area
$500/mo Includes everything. For more
'nfo Call Angela 321 ·6~2-8754
Female roommate wanted for 3/2 in
Oviedo. Non-smoker, no pets, includes
high speed Internet, W/D, $400 per
month. Utilities lncld, undergrad preferred.
Call Jenn at 352-455· 793!1

•

~2-r-o-om~s-av-ail-ab
-le~in-3-~
~
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from UCF and Valencia. In the Dean
road area. all utilities Included plus
satellite and DSL. $400-450/month
Call Hassan@ 407-575·5133

f

•

\

.
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Together our thoughts and prayers are with those who have-felt the
terrible effects of Hurricane Katrina and we hope that normalcy will be
restored soon.

Sincerely,
HOW TO LEND A HELPING HAND BY MAKING AD,ONAtlON.

'95 Mazda Protege mid condition $1500
or best offer Call 407-221-2961;! or
407. 792-9855
2003 Red Ford VX'2. $35K miles
Book value $7,800 Asking price $5,900 ·
Good condition Call 407-325-4154

The Central Florida Future is accepting cash or

American
RedC..Qss

checks. To donate other items contact the lecal
Red Cross at http://centralflorida.redcross.org. For
further information regarding the Central Florida
Future benefit drive call 407-447-4555.

Harley Davidson
Dyne Lowrider, 2003 anniversary
model. Under 2k miles. Fully loaded
with many accessories. $16,500/obo
Call 407-489-6535 for more info.
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-749-8116 ex1 V502

..__
CYPREsi=;" BENbiGAT'E:iS
Classy-2004/2-Story
2800 Living SOFT.
4BR-3& 1/2 Baths
Master/400SQFT
For Profess.Group or .·
Students/Joint Lease
Com.Pool-HS-Internet
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
$1795. plus Utilities.
Anette-407-716-0848 .
Add. Home nearby
avail.in Regal Park
Huge Master avail. $650.··
Leon: 407-334-6658

ANOTHER BENEFIT TO OUR
.ONLINE EDITION.:

UCF Area Homes For Sa!e
Call for free list of homes in the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phllllps/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622
. WRENWOOO CONDOMINIUMS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos. Concrete
, Block Construction, single story.
Conversion property, major renovation
inside & out. Priced from the $120 's.
6 miles to UCF. 407-657-9604 or
ghomes@cfl.rr.com

'

., ~

'

Room for rent in 2 bedroom, 2 bath
townhouse less than a mile from
campus. $425 incl. utll. Call Jerrod at
321-544-5225.

.

•

r

'91 Acura lntegra LS

•

.

We have all had many opportuni~ies to help those who are suffering in
the Gulf region but the importantthing is that you act on one of these
opportunities. Don't put it aside~ If you do not wish to donate through
our drive please select an alternative method.
.
.

Professional air hockey table with
electronic overhead scoreboard.
Plenty of handles and pucks.
Includes warranty untll Jan.
Was $900. Wiii sell for $400.
Great for all ages.
Call 407·709·5098.

AVALON PARK
AVALON LAKES
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Built 9/05·-2900SQUFT.
Ready by Oct. 2005
5 BRs, 4 Full Baths
Luxurious Master $700.··
1 Huge Studio BR wjth
Bath/Superloft $900.··
BR (Priv. Bath) $525.··
BR (Shared Bath)$450
High Sp.lnl./All Appl.
For Profess.Group or
Students/Joint Lease
, Call For Perfect Match
Anette: 407-716·0848

•

Turn on the television, tune into the radio or read through anewspaper
and it is evident that with the devastating disaster of Hurricane Katrina
help is needed. The Central Florida Future is raising money to send to
the American Red Cross and we are asking for your help. 100% of the
donated monies wiU go directly to the relief effort. Margaret Thatcher
once said,"Pennies do not come from heaven. They have to be earned
here on earth." This Is just what we set fourth to do~ Together we can
raise money to help those who have experienced .destruction that
most of us cannot imagine.-

<!Central :floriba :future
Moving sale! Everything must gol
4537 Lakeway Drive
Orlando, FL 32839
Items avail. Sept 15·20th 407-426-1724

1 Room Avall. In 3/2 House.
_. $500/mo Includes All utllltles, cable,
Internet access, W/D, community
pool, and tennis courts. For mor~
Info call Bobby at 407-973-4751
•

Dear Central Florida Future reader:

;

1 RM In 3 Bd/3 Ba. $530/Mo. ($545
reg price). One month Freel. Includes
utllltles, Internet, w/d, cable tv, ·
garbage service, pool, gym. 2 Female
roommates. Deposit req, but
negotiable. Call 954-591-9292
Apartment available in 4/2 in Pegasus
Pointe.Females only. Living room and
balcony. 1 Month Free. $350/month.
407-566-8244

Any Condition, Fire Damaged,
Divorce, Estate Sale, Moving,
Foreclosure, Bankruptcy, Jail,
Behind in Payments-OK!
(386) 295-8893.
DEBT-FREE fUNDING
Cash ·advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281·7841
www.pegasusfjnancing.com ·

Receive $5QOI Looking for F to share 3/3
in Pegasus Landing. 1 bdrm w/ private
bath. Avail ASAP. $535/mo incl util.
Call Meagan @ 386:679-8324.
1/1 Apartment available, 703 sq. ft. plus
screened patio. On the top floor. 625/mo.
incl. water. Interested perso.ns 'call
407-675-6685 & leave a message
between 8 a.m ..• 8 p.m.

I

Mac OS9 computer for sale. Very good
condition $100 OBO. Call Richard at
.
•(4,07) 482-6729.

Pool Table For Sale!
Sit. Mlzerack slate table with re<;! felt,
black trim, and chrome detailing.
Originally $1500, 9 mo. old. $800 080.
407-497-9621
Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 cents!
Fantasy/Sci-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses.
www.Harrington·Artwerkes,com
Two love seats $50\each, Two sofas
$100 each. Excellent conditlon/UCF area
Cali 407·366·4814
New Dining Room Table Cherry Legs
wl Black Glass Top $350, Sofa llke
new $300, Refrigerator White $250
Dishwasher $100, Gas Stove $100
Call 407·823·0091
Plllowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Dellverl (40?) 846-8822

UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growingll! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! ·classes are M 6·8 PM &
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~butoucf/lndex.htm.

Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 9/7 @ 7:00 PM

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Freel.Call°for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800·648-48'19
www.ststravel.com.

FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top bar of our .site, and
browse a scholarship seprch to connect with over 650,000
scholarship awards, worth $2.S billion.

Visit www.ucfnews.com

Are you travelling to
Korea?
I need your help.
Please call Bryan at
407·925·7&f2

pow~red

'
.
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Boneless
Beef Full
Cut Round
Steaks

1\)

lar9e

Red-

Delicious
'Apples

lb.

On The
Vine
Tomatoes

Boneless
Center Cut
Pork loin Roast

••

lb.

•

...

'-'... ..

~.-'

99·

Corona
Extra,
Light or
Heineken

12-pack,
12 oz. Bottles

Doritos

13 oz.,
Select Varieties

88

Capri Sun
Drrnks

10-pack,
Select Varieties

48
ea.

ea.

.·~

111

1

OCOEE ··'
.
· 1560 E. Silver Star Rd:
. ,(407) 578-1041

*

RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If tor any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the Item at the advertised price as soon as it becomes available..Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the right to limlt quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is r~quired to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in each Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad. © 2005 Extreme Inc. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned by or licensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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